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Editor’s Note

There is most definitely a raging current propelling the sea change (not just a reference to the excerpt
from Matt Jones’ “Sea Monsters”) that is hurtling us continually into the future. One of these changes,
of course, is how love is portrayed in literature and poetry. As we see more and more with each
new release, the Jane Austen approach to heternormative expectations feels increasingly stale or—
depending on how you look at it—increasingly fresh because of how rare it’s becoming. Yes, for the
most part, this thing called love as it is depicted in the present is not what Stendhal had in mind when
he (or rather, his creation) said, “If you don’t love me, it does not matter, anyway I can love for both
of us.”
Though we may not be living in a French Royalist society, the hypocrisy persists in abounding. And
it isn’t just in politics—which, at this point, does not even attempt to feign nobility—but most notably in
the realm of publishing. Everyone talks grandly about their love and enthusiasm for “great work,” but
in the end, it’s a business that must profit. When you become a part of it, you start to see how Julien
Sorel felt as he went from a garden variety nobody to rising through the ranks of high society in order
to achieve what he wanted most at his core: acceptance. Specifically, acceptance from the “right
people.” Does anyone even know who they are anymore? Is it the few literary magazines left with
clout that can only bestow so many of their precious pages (jam-packed with ad space as they are) to
other people? Is it one of the Big Five publishers that you need far less than six degrees of separation
from in order to get an audience? The answer is, as usual, arbitrary. But all that can be said for sure
is: the landscape of literature is filled with Mathilde de la Moles trying to reel you in.
In any event, let’s talk about this issue. I suppose, speaking to the idea of the death of heteronormative
“bankability” in most publishers’ projections, I wanted to incorporate the demise of that somehow into
Vol. 14 when, all of the sudden, whilst walking by myself in Antwerp, on a street called Zwartzustersstraat,
I saw this image of a bride fallen to the ground, blood on her hands as she clutched defeatedly to
her bouquet. It was presumably for a dry cleaning service, but I may never be sure. To add to the
eerie fortuitousness of finding myself on that street, there was, evidently, a shooting there on May 11
(my birthday in case you want to Venmo me some cash and my wasted youth back), 2006. A man,
well, boy really, named Hans Van Themsche shot two passersby, a 24-year-old from Mali and a twoyear-old girl who was with her (in addition to the Turkish woman who served as his first target and
survived his attack, sitting on a bench in the same vicinity). His motive was driven by xenophobia,
anti-immigrant sentiment as a result of being bullied by non-Belgians in school. Clearly, that problem
hasn’t been remedied, neither at home nor abroad. I honestly don’t know what that means at this
point considering my stateless existence. But you get the drift. So yes, there was something extremely
providential about stumbling upon this small and discreet passageway. Something that guided me
there despite my staunch belief in nothing, other than the fact that there is no one on this earth for
me. “I’ll be the bride that is married to life,” like Madonna said. But I’ve killed off any notions of a
conventional wedding.
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Thematically, macabre love pervades Vol. 14. I don’t know if it’s just because I attract this perspective
to myself or if many other people feel as fucked over and betrayed by the abstraction as I do. Possibly
the one author in this issue who strays away from it is Ron Kolm, a New York OG from way back who
has also appeared in Vol. 3 (so long ago now—will someone give this magazine a fucking Wikipedia
page?). Commencing the fiction section with “Encyclopedia Salesman,” Ron shows us, in no uncertain

terms, just how many insane things he, like the rest of us, has had to do for money.
Then, as I was saying, we delve into the depths of the sea for that grim and ghastly love I was
speaking of before. In point of fact, there is a largely underwater motif throghout Vol. 14 as well (even
“Encylopedia Salesman” starts out with Lenny singing “Yellow Submarine”). It isn’t just the excerpt
from “Sea Monsters,” offering us a kraken’s sad but devoted pledge, but also in Lily Kip’s “Serenade
of the Lobsters” and Drew Buxton’s “Tilikum Gets Loose.” Maybe I just really need to get to a fucking
body of water before the summer is over. But then, going to the beach is hard for a solo flyer. Who’s
going to watch my book and phone, and the five euros I have to my name?
And, speaking of starving artists, we also have Christopher Love’s “La Vampire du Vieux Carré”
(that means French Quarter for you unseasoned in New Orleans lingo types), an exploration of what
it truly means to capture that which is behind our mind’s eye in a way that conveys how we truly
envisioned it to other people. But then, why convey anything to anyone when you can just sit back
and enter the abyss of pornography? As is the case in the follow-up to David Leo Rice’s “PornMe”
(which you can read online at theopiatemagazine.com), “PornMe2: Gribby in Space.” After entering
into a contract, for all intents and purposes, with PornMe that turns his office life into porn videos
(which sounds more horrific than sexual), that gradually turn more gruesome in nature over time,
Gribby finds himself feeling rather trapped. Though Gribby begs to cancel his subscription, well, it
just can’t be done, leading to a gruesome ending that finds us, ultimately, in space in the context of
the sequel, which perhaps posits that there are fates far worse than death—they’re called simulated
existences. You might be familiar since you’re probably already living in one.
With Lily Kip’s “Serenade of the Lobsters,” we have that rare thing in literature I was talking about:
domestic heteronormativeness flouting dissatisfaction à la Richard Yates. And similar to a certain
quintessential novel by Yates, there is a bit of mixing and matching between two married couples, with
Eva at the center of it all in terms of narration—reflecting on something slightly more than a flirtation
that occurred between her and a neighbor thirty-one years ago, but that continues to haunt her
domestic life to this day. With the emblem of lobsters, Kip paints the image of mismatched monogamy
(and naturally, any cinephile can’t help but think of Annie Hall, another prime example of a love
that couldn’t quite survive under the conditions [of Alvy Singer’s neroses]) through ironic use of a
crustacean known for its serial monogamy. The term “serial” emphasizing just how psychotic the
notion of monogamy can be (which is perhaps why female lobsters take their turns with one of the
dominant males (however that might be decided in these gamma male times) in order to reproduce.
So sure, it’s a type of monogamy. Just as Eva’s is.
Persisting with that underwater creature theme is Drew Buxton’s “Tilikum Gets Loose.” Another similar
item being that word, serial. Except this time it applies to modifying the noun we’re more commonly
accustomed to hearing with it: killer. I won’t elaborate further, but let’s just say it’s got far more
magical realism to it that Zodiac. And, on the note of movie references, if you haven’t seen Blackfish
already, you’re probably going to want to after reading.
Segueing from one diverse milieu to another—Oklahoma to Italy--the second chapter of Jason Francis
Mc Gimsey’s No go dito gnente finds our protagonist taking in a rare moment of exposition and
emotion from The Professor, who delves into his past to reveal a painful truth and expression of
gratitude. But don’t get it twisted, it’s still always about the work. The only constant we have in this
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life of abandonment. Other than being either constantly judged by our names or having them forgotten
altogether (see: Charles Rammelkamp’s “What’s In A Name?”).
Ah, and this also brings me to speak on the subject of Leanne Grabel’s Brontosaurus, this edition of The
Opiate featuring chapters twelve through sixteen, in which the crime committed against her continues
to be treated indelicately, if acknowledged at all. And in these post-#MeToo times, Brontosaurus feels
ever more resonant with regard to how far we’ve come...not to say we don’t still have a very long
way to go in our “handling” of rape victims and their perpetrators.
So it is that we find ourselves in the poetry section, jam-packed as per usual (the world needs more
poetry, after all). With DS Maolalai’s “Competition” kicking things off with a discussion about that
rare problem: lack of desirability in a male as he gets older. We then flit over to the work of a veteran
of the publication at this point, Timothy Robbins, who also has a recently released collection of poetry
out called Carrying Bodies via Main Street Rag Press.
Daisy Bassen, a woman after my very own heart with a poem called “Analysis,” highlights the
challenges of, among other things, getting a couch up the staircase. Every shrink needs one, to be
sure, and damn the difficulties of how cumbersome they are to move.
The well-given advice in title “Study Abroad, Travel Light, Breathe Light” offers us beautiful optimism
using, among other devices, the analogy of the Northern Lights. Steve Denehan’s “No School” gives
us more levity in describing a daughter’s day at the movies with her father, for what could be better
than escaping into the silver screen? Especially when it makes such an impression on you as it can
when you’re young. Then again, there are better days to be had than sitting in a darkened enclosure.
The short but weighty “After a Time” by Margarita Serafimova elucidates the very sort of backdrop I
want to inhabit not just in summer, but all year round. Taking us slightly back into domestic territory is
Martin Parsons’ “The Gravy Boat,” a rumination that accurately points out the rightful attachment we
can have to certain objects because of the memories of a person they can invoke (on that note, thank
god or whoever I was never lavished with gifts by any of the blokes who “loved” me). Sometimes,
one needs a cure for that, an effervescent one. In this way, “Tabs” by Lawdenmarc Decamora is, let’s
just say, the perfect summer-centric poem with all its lovely fizziness.
Matthew Corey’s “Jeet Kune Do” (a form of martial arts that incorporates the personal philosophies
and experiences of Bruce Lee, in case you weren’t aware) expounds on principles and ways of living I
may never be able to execute, for example, “Anger blinds a man...” So I remain content to stay blind.
One of my favorite poets these days, Donna Dallas, gives us a lovely thematic duo in “Modern Wives
Club” and “Mother Symposium,” channeling in its prismatic female ennui something of a Valley of the
Dolls angle. And don’t even try to talk shit about Jacqueline Susann.
“The Fuckers,” another poem dear to me for its applicability to the thanklessness of the artist’s life
(chief among that thanklessness not even being considered an artist), came to me in Paris. Where I
first met its author, Jason Stoneking. He’s been kind enough to let me publish it here free of charge.
Joan Struthers, maybe my first Australian-based poet, fittingly speaks to us of sheep (“The Sheep
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Shearer”). But oh, it goes much deeper than that. As it usually does where true love is concerned.
The singular stylings of Christine Butterworth-McDermott are at their most biting in “She longs to be
my friend, she says,” touching on that subject that all of us (particularly in an “industry” that thrives
on making connections solely to use the person later) are familiar with: the fake friend. “Predictions”
is on the more motivational side (when I reflect on it, I have chosen a surprising amount of glass halffull poems...at least a surprising amount for someone as nihilistic as I am), giving us the much needed
encouragement to realize that we can always turn the tides, if we really want to. And that sometimes
(self-)destruction really is (re-)invention.
Michael Lyle’s “Night Thirst” definitely takes me back to my early and mid-20s bender days in
Brooklyn, never knowing the difference between one drink and one endless binge. I still get the night
thirst sometimes though. Just can’t afford to anymore.
On the matter of unconsciousness, we also have M. A. Istvan Jr.’s “The Blur,” giving us insight into
the mindframe of a “borderless” man and the limitations of what he can offer another (romantically
or otherwise). Istvan Jr. was also kind enough to remind me that I had previously promised to publish
“Thirteen Angles on Hate” and then didn’t. That happens sometimes. We are short-staffed, to say the
least, so I appreciate everyone’s tolerance and understanding when I act the forgetful mad scientist
(minus the part where I have chemistry with anyone except myself).
Wes Civilz’s “Wikipedia erasures of articles of famous women.” is a brilliant take on the standard
Wikipedia article, and serves as an homage to those women who have made so many men’s lives
better, often at the cost of their own. Except Smurfette. Nothing can break her. Nor can anything
break the unshakeable memory of an old flame in Gary Galsworth’s “Iterations,” proving that we’re
all just searching for the one that got away in someone else.
“First Congress of New Words After Babel” by Steven C. Reese is in keeping with the tone of the
poem of his we published online, “Babel Beach.” And yes, surely any writer can appreciate the
strange and wondrous fact that there are at least “seventy ways to say table.” And then, at last, we
have Robert W. Henway, whose “An Excerpt Found Beaneath a Cushion” spoke to me in the sadness
of losing someone close, and that inexplicable void that we know can never be filled once they’re
gone, even if we do have some of their personal effects to surround us and, in this way, keep them
alive (it harkens back to “The Gravy Boat,” doesn’t it?).
As for this issue’s critical piece, I might have a strange obsession with writing about the twenty-first
century, how fucked and immoral it is. And maybe it’s just because I’m slightly unnerved by the fact
that I’ve officially spent more time in this century than the twentieth, and I don’t really like it. Except
that part in the early 00s when Christina Aguilera was wearing assless chaps and we hadn’t yet
fully surrendered to the notion that in order to make money from writing, the release of a churned
out “novel” series was required in order to ensure endless franchise potential when Hollywood
came knocking (using the one free hand that wasn’t molesting to do so). But any who, it’s really a
roundabout way for me to tell you that I love you and I appreciate you.
Genna Rivieccio
Naples, Italy
July 16, 2018
theopiatemagazine@gmail.com
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Encyclopedia Salesman
Ron Kolm

“W

e all live in a yellow submarine, yellow submarine, yellow submarine,” Lenny sings along
with the car radio, as he drives us across central Pennsylvania on the turnpike.
“Hey, Lenny, no one lives in a fucking yellow
submarine—that’s all bullcrap!” one of the kids, a college student named Rick, shouts from the back seat.
“We all live in a broken-down barn, a burntout…” Lenny jokes, looking in the rearview mirror.
“Hey, keep your eyes on the road—oh shit!”
“Hold on, just blew a tire.”
Lenny’s battered Chevy station wagon skids
across the highway, finally coming to a stop on the
shoulder, where we all breathe a sigh of relief.
“That was a close one, man. You almost sunk
the submarine, skipper!”
“Aw, pipe down, my lemmings. I’ll be right
back.” Lenny jumps out of the wagon and heads around

to the rear, opens it, and flips up the floorboard over the
spare tire and emergency jack. He proceeds to use them
very efficiently, and in just a couple of minutes we’re
back on the road, heading towards Mechanicsburg.
We’d left Center City, Philadelphia about an
hour ago, and Lenny, who is a lot older than us, is our
“boss.” Most of us are still in school—we’re doing this
gig as a summer job. But Lenny has been living in the
real world for quite a while and he’s figured out how to
cope with it. As he drives, he tells us stories about his
adventures: how he had been in the army, in the quartermaster corps, based in Germany not too long after
the end of the war. He and his buddies had run off with
everything that was supposed to go to the troops, including army-issue meals, and then sold it at absurdly
inflated prices to the locals. Of course, this meant empty
cupboards for the G.I.s they were supposed to be supplying with food and fuel. He thought it was funny that
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American troops had to requisition
even the most basic staples from
the Deutsch Volk they were billeted
among.
Anyway, what Lenny had
been hired to do for the company
we worked for was to transport us
to an obviously poor neighborhood
in a post-industrial city a couple of
hours from Philly and drop us off in a
scattershot pattern, like paratroopers
bailing out of a plane behind enemy
lines. Our mission was to sell sets of
encyclopedias. Lenny would scribble
the names of the cross streets on a
scrap of paper and tell us “salesmen”
that he would stop back in five
hours at that exact location, and the
“salesman” better be there. Or else.
We all wore watches—time was not
necessarily on our side.
The neighborhoods we were
turned loose into had to fit a profile.
Lenny would drive until he found
the poor part of town; ancient row
houses, broken down duplexes, etc.,
and we would look for battered toys in
the front yards—that was important.
If there was no evidence of kids
around, Lenny would continue to
scout around in different areas of the
city until he found some.
After getting out of his car,
I would take a deep breath to clear
my mind as I watched my teammates
vanish into the distance. That was
my way of getting rid of any ethical
considerations that were still knocking
around inside me. Then I’d check
out my surroundings looking for the
nearest house most likely to have a
prospective client inside. I looked
for peeling paint, exposed sheets of
tar paper under damaged fake brick
siding, unmowed lawns, windows
with missing panes of glass. After
choosing a victim, I would unlatch
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the front gate, if there was one, and
walk up the usually cracked cement
walk to the front door and ring the
doorbell. If there wasn’t a doorbell, I
would knock loudly.
Someone usually answered:
a haggard young mother with curlers
in her hair, an unemployed exsteelworker—sometimes it was both
parents with their kids—opening
the door a crack and asking what I
wanted.
I always followed the script
we had been carefully coached to use:
“I would like to help you with some
of your problems. May I came in and
talk to you? I promise not to take up
too much of your time.”
And the person, or persons,
at the door were invariably nice—
deferential to you because you were
dressed in slightly better clothes—you
had to be careful not to overdress—
we had been trained to impress, but
not intimidate. And, as you followed
them into their home, you continued
to follow the script:
“Nice place you have here…
Mr… (or Mrs…)”
“Jones.”
Eventually you would end up
on a worn sofa, in a dingy living room,
light struggling to come in through
the dirty windows, facing one or both
of the parents whose children had left
the broken toys outside on the lawn,
or on the porch.
“So, how can you help us?”
you’d be asked.
“Well, this is about your
kids,” you’d answer. “I would guess
you’d want them to have a better
life than you. Did you graduate from
high school, Mr. Jones? Did you Mrs.
Jones? No? Wouldn’t it be great if
your kids did?” And this is where
you would try to get the parent, or

parents, to agree with you. The word
for this procedure is “qualifying”—
you would go for as many “yeses” as
you could get. And then you came
in with the pitch: “Two dimes a day,
that’s all it would cost, two dimes a
day in this tiny cardboard box, and
you would soon have enough to buy
this wonderful set of encyclopedias
that would guarantee that your
children would eventually make it
through high school, and then go on
to college. Just two dimes a day, that’s
all.”
And it usually worked.
school.

That Fall I went back to

Sea Monsters
Matt Jones

S

28 July 20051

pent my last anchor watch wrapped around
the bullring , crooning to the anchor. Now I spend my
days here, by my trusty friend, the rusty fiend. Forked
like the devil’s pitchfork, or the CO’s tongue. Worst part
was I could hear it singing back, burbling in the depths.
Crustaceans are hounding me like hounds—Alas, the
leg of a lobster, the leg!
Caught myself drooling. An hour had passed,
by the watch. I sneezed, splattering my brains everywhere. I was on the john, legs totally numb. Am I dying,
am I going to die?
Nearly missed my 1800 with the OpsO, after
which the music coming from the sweepdeck illuminated the clouds in coruscating waves of mauve. Amber
undertones. Storm on the horizon somewhere—can’t
you hear the thunder, OpsO?—he smiles but his face
2

melts off, cackling skeleton underneath.
I climb into the Z-drive compartment, sometimes the bow-thruster, and beat the bones of the ship
with a fire ax. Leave me alone, I cackled at three gorillas,
I’m making art. Can’t you tell?
I am lounging on the focsle in the palm of Neptune. He sends mermaids for my succour and smites my
enemies with typhoons. He is wearing the face of my father—as he was in life, not in the casket with the purple
skin. Why did you kill my father, Neptune, and take his
face?
Do you remember that time in Kingston when
you brought my girlfriend and I shopping for groceries because we were eating bare pasta night after night?
You bought us two carts of food and she was so touched
she wept in the parking lot. And no flavour was crisper
or colder than the beer you bought me, by way of apology, for slapping me around that night, right in front of
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her. And every time since then when
I raised my fists to another man, I
was really raising my fists to you? I’ve
beaten you so much, how can you
stand the shame of it?
But now I understand that I
am damned. That my curse is to bury
my father again and again.
But you, Kraken. You’re different, aren’t you? I believe in you. I
believe that you have come to deliver
us from ourselves. I believe you are
just as confused as the rest of us, lost
and torn in the brambles of the mind.
I believe your pillow is a coral reef,
your joy devouring people. I believe
you are grieving and I wonder if you
are my grief.
I dreamed I was you and
woke crushing my pillow. I was still
you when I wrote this poem.
The Kraken’s Pledge
I have wandered with you, my love
for three migrations of the cod
many times we stared at flickering
lights above the water at night
but they were always out of reach
no matter how we batted
we have seen all the marvels
of the ocean, long-tusked
whales jousting fishing vessels
volcanoes erupting hurling globes
of magma, a vicious twister
that nearly beached us
its great blank eye staring down
but I have never seen you like this
glands alongside your throat
swollen with eggs
we are the last two of our kind
but if the seas teemed with us
enough to drink the world dry
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I would choose you still
You do not carry our future alone.
I pledge to scrape barnacles from you
entwine tentacles while we curl
in the coral until old age
pits our skin like volcanic stone
I will scour the ocean floor
for sunken ships to make your nest
and if men ever come for you
in their boats I will rise
from the water flailing
a cataclysm in the midst
of their armadas
I will wrap my tentacles
around their hulls
shaking and squeezing
until the upper decks are swept
of sailors, the rest pulverized
on the bulkheads
I will crush riggings and rudders
on fast ships, fling sharks
onto the decks of far ones
I’ll pluck sailors from the sea
gnash them with my scaly beak
Did you like it? Eat me last—I
will write you more. I can even bring
your lady back to life. Would you like
to see her swimming again? Can’t you
hear her singing? I envy you, Beast;
there is no one in my heart.
I almost had someone there,
but now she is a sea-wraith. She is
waiting for me, somewhere at the
bottom of the ocean, where I put her.
Clownfish live in the nimbus of her
hair.
And I could slip over the side
right now to join her, floating down
and down until my ears burst with
the pressure and I scream, the water pouring in. At the bottom of the

blackness I will grope the mud and
stone until I clutch the five spiny fingers of a starfish. And in my loneliness I will hold it, and pretend it is her
hand.
_____________________________
1
So begins perhaps the most incoherent of all my entries. A reminder is
needed, perhaps, that my use of these
drugs was not of my own volition,
that I was a mere victim of circumstance, forced against my will.
A metal ring at the centre of the
bow on the focsle through which lines
are passed to tie the ship alongside or
be towed.
2

Join Matt Jones’ mailing list at
matthewjamesjones.com to read the rest of
the story.

La Vampire du Vieux Carré
Christopher Love

I

t was late October and an unusually cold evening in New Orleans when Darrow Lindsay raised the
window. His skin bubbled while he leaned over the sill
and let the brisk, frosty air cling to his shirtless body. The
moon, his luminescent lamp, glowed overhead, and he
watched it for a moment until he felt ready to sit in his
small wooden chair and begin his evening work. Three
days had passed since he’d last painted because he had
to wait tables to do that very annoying and inconvenient
thing of making a living.
He told himself that he painted by the magic of
moonlight. He could barely see the canvas or calibrate
the colors he mixed nor could he be clear if the images he created were the ones that he believed he had in
mind. He believed that painting in the dark gave him a
second sight, a way of imagining his art that a light bulb
or even sunlight could never inspire. At sunset, he’d get
his paint, canvas, and brushes ready; he’d pour himself

a glass of Merlot, and he’d keep the bottle nearby,
stacked on a pile of ice in a cheap miniature red and
white cooler. With dusk settling, he’d begin a new painting or revise an old one. A painting might take a week or
a month or he’d set aside one for as long as a year and
then come back to it like a rover returning to a faithful,
patient and forgiving lover.
Darrow’s paintings never pleased him, nor did
they anyone else. For him, they always missed something—skill, for sure—he knew he had little—but it
wasn’t skill he was after. But he knew he had to do it,
to paint, and try to have his hands interpret with even
the slightest accuracy what glimmered in the abyss of
his imagination. He’d tried to sell them during festivals
or on the street, but he didn’t put much effort into it,
and no one was ever impressed enough to buy. In fact,
he’d never sold a painting. But he tried every type: still
life, portraits, self-portraits, landscapes, cityscapes and
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various abstractions. He used oils,
pastels, watercolors, acrylic—whatever could make a mark—even his own
body. Once he even pissed, barfed
and jerked off on a canvas and then
smeared it all over with his brushes
which he had first dipped into a pile
of his own shit before topping it off
with the blood that poured from his
slashed wrists. When he cut himself,
he wasn’t planning on suicide; it was
just an expressive way to get the blood
into the painting, which is why he had
to call 911 on himself.
And on this October evening
he found himself sitting by his canvas,
staring into its blankness, thinking of
combinations of colors, designs and
images that might peer from the swirls
and streaks of his brush. And this was
happening more often to him. Long
stretches of nothingness spanned the
hours of the evening, and more and
more he had to force himself to grab
a tube of paint, any paint, squirt it
onto his pallet and frantically jab his
brush into the blob and swab it on the
canvas. He was in his late thirties now,
and it was as if his brain were dying,
as if his imagination were slowly leaking out of his mind all these years and
siphoning his life with it drop by drop.
Despair began to fill this vacuum, and
over the last few months he’d been on
a desperate quest for something, anything to reverse the exchange.
He stared at paintings in
both galleries and magazines. He
read novels, short stories and poems.
He let music thunder in his ears. Walk
after walk, stroll after stroll, he wove
through gardens, cemeteries and
among the Garden District’s luxurious mansions. In highs and drunkenness, he could sense them, sense
the return of inspiration and vision,
but in these states he could not paint
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well and then these ideas would vanish in sobriety. He meditated under
bulky white-top and bottom-gray
clouds and waited for them to burst
open and drench him in their own
clear cloud blood. He watched and
followed people: men, women, children, the old, the young, the rich, the
poor—he tried to capture something
in them, some part of their soul he
could pickpocket and carry back with
him to his apartment and to his canvas—because his soul was empty.
In the deadness of the late
weeknights, Darrow took to the bars.
He had his regular places, even the
one he worked at, and he’d sit in the
corners and watch as neighborhood
regulars drifted in and out; their low
conversations were indecipherable,
just monotonous mumbles with occasional blasts of laughter. He normally stayed away from the bars in
the Quarter—too many tourists, too
many people for him to blend with
the stillness and quietness of the afterhours. But on this night, he had
enough of staring at the unforgiving
canvas and enough of the familiarity
of his late-night haunts. So, he wandered to the Quarter but remained
on its edges avoiding Bourbon and
the nearby corners of its cross streets.
He tried a few places, but they were
not to his liking, either too empty or
too loud and crowded.
But he found a dive, tucked
in the Quarter’s backend that for
some reason looked and felt right.
It was dark and shadowy and candles threw moving splotches of light
against the crinkly brick walls. A large
mirror hung behind the bar, and its
base was hidden by rows of bottled
liquor. The bartender was missing.
The scattered patrons sat at the long
wooden tables that stretched from the

opposite side. They appeared to move
and gesture, and the music from the
jukebox smothered their voices. But
the music wasn’t too loud; it flowed
and glided through the air before
politely and courteously entering the
ears. Into this scene Darrow stepped
cautiously as if he were afraid he’d
make a sound and send everyone running like mice into the pub’s jagged
crevices.
Then she appeared, floating toward him as if she were a
wraith that assumed human flesh as
it approached. He did a double-take,
dumbstruck by the vividness of her
gothic features. Her hair was a shiny,
wavy, jet black with graceful cords
that dangled temptingly about her
diamond white flesh. Her eyes shined
like two aqua jewels over her perfectly pointed nose. A mole on her left
cheek was like a final stamp of beauty
impressed there by her careful maker.
His eyes glided over her bare arms.
One was naked, a stalk of pearly skin;
the other was wrapped in a flowery
vine tattoo that coiled from her shoulder to her wrist. Despite her beauty,
she had an angry look, like the perpetual scowl of a wronged woman.
Her eyebrows pointed menacingly,
and they were painted deep and dark
as if they had been carved into her
forehead and filled with crushed coal.
Her lashes reached out and curled
like tiny black hooks.
“What can I get you?” she
asked.
Her voice, deep and masculine with just the right tinge of femininity, broke Darrow from his trance,
and he straightened and felt himself
smiling, though he wasn’t sure if he
really was.
“Just a beer,” he finally replied. “Any of the drafts. A light
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lager or ale,” he said. She made a
recommendation, and he nodded
and thanked her. As she turned and
moved away, he caught more of her
form. She was tall and slender and
had an air of an athletic build but
with a luscious, firm bust.
He wanted to stare at her,
study her, and admire her like the
work of art he thought she was. But
he didn’t want to embarrass himself
or offend her, so he consciously kept
his eyes away from her unless he was
ordering another beer. And he would
let her initiate any conversation; he
would pretend to be thinking about
something else as if she were, in fact,
just the bartender serving his drinks.
A half hour or so rolled
by and there was a crowd thickening outside. More voices, yells, and
laughs could be heard, and occasionally a group of revelers would pop
in, sometimes turning away without
even sitting, or sometimes stopping in
for a drink or two and then heading
back out to continue their night maraud.
The door was propped open,
and Darrow could feel the remnants
of the swift, chilled breezes that
sprinted through the corridors of the
Quarter. And then the street went
quiet, and the bar emptied, except for
Darrow, the beautiful bartender, and
a lone, large man who silently took
sips from his glass.
Suddenly, a figure appeared
in the doorway. A long, lanky form
paused and then proceeded to the
bar. It was a young man, mid-twenties, and his solid, short black hair was
slicked back as if it were steamrolled,
fresh, black pavement. Darrow noticed that he wore a cape and that his
face was white, caked in a powder so
thick it looked like someone hit him

in the face with a bag of sugar. He sat
a few stools down from Darrow and
had to balance himself against the
edge of the bar.
Darrow seized the opportunity to look at the bartender. She
was wiping down the tap and dipping glasses into the soapy basin.
She picked up a rag and wiped her
hands and approached her newest
customer. The man looked past her,
reviewing the bar, and pointed to one
of the bottles. “Gimme one of those,”
he said. She still had that angry look
which seemed to harden, and she
turned to see what he was pointing at.
“Which one?” she asked.
“The, the the… that one.
The one with the gray top. What’s
that?”
She said nothing but quickly
turned around and grabbed the bottle. She didn’t seem to care if it was
the right one or not. She poured the
drink and plopped it front of him,
and then Darrow noticed that her
eyes quickly shot him a look. Darrow glanced down and noticed that
she was doing her job: checking if he
needed another drink, which in a few
minutes he would. He went ahead
and signaled for another, and she
turned back toward the tap.
Since he’d been there, they
had exchanged a few words between
his orders: small talk about the beer,
the weather, and the unusual slowness of the business on a Friday night.
When she spoke, his heart thumped,
and he noticed the youthful pinkness
of her tongue and her polished, even,
gleaming white teeth. Her lips were
puffy and lined in thick maroon. He
wanted to reach out and touch them
and run his finger along the roundness of her mouth.
She gave him his beer and

then returned to tidying up the bar.
The young man seemed restless, his
head turning about him. Finally, his
eyes fixed on Darrow.
“Hey!” he called. “What’s
that you’re drinking?”
Darrow sucked in a deep
breath and sighed. “Just a lager.
Nothing special.”
“Cool. Cool, cool.” He appeared to be searching for something
else to say. “Me, I’m taking a break
from what I usually drink.”
“Oh?” Darrow, said feigning
interest. “What’s that?”
“Guess,” he ordered.
“Uhhh. I don’t know.”
“C’mon, man. Guess.” And
then oddly he added, “I’m from
Ohio.”
“I’m afraid that doesn’t help
me much,” Darrow answered.
“Alright, alright, I’ll tell you.”
He picked up his glass and tilted it
to his mouth then slammed it down.
He then stood up and stepped toward Darrow. Holding his cape, he
announced, “Blood. I usually drink
blood.”
“They drink blood in Ohio?”
Darrow asked.
“No, no, no. Just me, maybe.
Or others like me.” Darrow’s face
scrunched in confusion. The young
man moved closer in. “You see,” his
voice lowering, “I’m a vampire.”
Darrow smiled and nodded.
It was late October, so Darrow followed with: “Oh, you here for Halloween?”
“No, no, no. I’m not a fake
one. I’m a real one. I just moved here
from Ohio. To join the others.”
“A real vampire?” Darrow
asked. He was annoyed now and
wanted the guy to go away.
“Yeah, but don’t tell anyone.”
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“I won’t.”
“I mean it, though. I’m a real
one. I really drink blood.” He was
staggering now and Darrow worried
that he might fall.
Then, she came over. “Everything alright?” she asked.
Darrow decided that this was
his opportunity to get to talk to her.
So he broke his word. “Fine,” he said.
“Guy just says he’s a real vampire.”
“Oh,” she replied, rolling her
eyes.
“Sorry man, I let it slip.”
“Aww, it’s okay. She’s alright.
But don’t think I’m bullshitting. I’m a
real vampire. I drink blood.”
“Okay, guy, I think you’ve
had enough,” she said sternly.
“No, no. I’m real. I’ll drink
blood.”
“Not in here you won’t,” she
said.
“Yeah, not in here,” he replied. “I didn’t mean in here.” He
quieted and sat. This pacified her, but
she remained close. Darrow sipped
his drink, and a silent moment passed.
Then, the young man chuckled and
blurted, “But I am a real vampire!”
Suddenly, the bartender
stormed off and vanished into the
back. Darrow peered to see her, but
she was gone from view. The young
man was laughing.
She returned, sprayed some
water into a glass, and then chucked
something in it.
“You’re a real vampire?” Her
voice was flush with anger. “Then
drink that!” She slammed the glass in
front of him, and Darrow felt the vibration through the wood of the bar.
The young man picked up
the glass and held it up to examine.
Something solid floated in it and a
red, dusty cloud was swirling around
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the center.
“Wha . . wha . . ?” he stammered.
“Well?” she asked insistently.
Darrow’s eyes bounced between them.
The young man backed away
from the bar. He gathered himself,
adjusted his cape, and then staggered
his way toward the doorway then disappeared into the night.
Darrow reached for the glass
and pulled it toward him. He picked
it up and shook it and an oblong cottony blob trembled in the murky maroon water.
“Is that what I think it is?”
“I needed to put in a fresh
one anyway,” she replied.
*****
He painted her—parts of
her: an eye, an arm, a leg, her cheek,
her lips. He’d cut her head and legs off
and get her from the neck down and
waist up. Then he’d paint her face—
repeatedly, from different angles and
with different expressions: happy,
sad, surprised, seductive, afraid and
horrified; these had to be imaginative because he’d never seen her with
anything but for her regular countenance, save for the occasional smile
or frown. He’d begun to frequent the
bar and kept track of her schedule.
He’d even shown up when she wasn’t
working just to make it seem as if he
weren’t tracking her.
Darrow did not want her in
his apartment. He did not want to
have her pose. He preferred it this
way. He preferred to get his glimpses of her and then return to his
work with her likeness impressed on
his mind and then imaginatively reconstruct her. The paintings came

furiously, sometimes three or four
a night. He hung them on his wall,
placing them next to each other like
the pieces of an incoherent puzzle, a
mosaic of her body parts and disparate expressions.
He stared at his wall and for
the first time in years he felt proud
and hopeful about his work. But he
knew something was missing from
these works, something that was not
being reflected in this pieced mural.
She, as in the she of his paintings,
seemed flat and lifeless, as if he had
stolen her fresh corpse, hacked it up,
rinsed it of blood and tacked it up on
his wall. He went back to the bar, sat
at one of the wooden tables and observed her and listened. He thought
of her interactions with him and other customers. She was always matter-of-fact, ran the bar as a genuinely
gracious host but as though she were
hosting a party of close friends in
her home. And if you were a stranger you had better know and respect
the rules. She had a dedication to the
truth, an instinctive appreciation for
it, even if she wasn’t fully aware that
she had it. He thought of the Ohio
vampire and how she had slammed
down that bloody-menstrual drink
in front of him as if she had driven
the stake of truth through his heart.
And it was this, this something, this
essence, this realness of her he somehow had to get into his paintings.
And it was that failure to get
that sense of realness, that sense of
truth, into his work that plagued him
his whole artistic life. He had heard
about it, read about it, talked about
it—but he wasn’t sure if that something ever really existed or if it was
something that artists, professors and
intellectuals talked about but didn’t
even themselves really believe or only
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imagined existed. But he knew the
moment he saw her, the moment
that she struck him so that it both
pleasured and wounded him to look
at her, that that truth, that realness—
that beauty—existed, and that he had
never possessed the talent to capture
even a glimpse of it in his work. But
now he could sense it, at least sense
that it was missing and that it did
exist, and thus, there was something
worth pursuing and finding. He knew
now he had it in him, he could feel
it, welling up inside him and wanting
to boil over. But there was something
keeping it at a simmer, so he had to
find the catalyst to send the searing
water gushing and burning through
his veins and to his heart until it
exploded on his canvas, and he knew
it had to do with something that he
could only get from her. Darrow had
wanted to keep her at a distance, but
he now knew that was impossible.
Yet he had no intentions.
He could not figure out what he
himself meant about bringing her
closer to him. He did know that he
did not mean that he wanted her for
a girlfriend, a wife or a lover—none
of these was the kind of closeness he
was seeking. He wasn’t sure if he now
wanted her to pose, but he did not
want to set her up in a contrivance.
*****
She agreed to be his muse...
on a condition.
“This will be a two-way
street,” she explained over a late
dinner. “I need something from you
in return.”
“What?” Darrow asked.
“First, let’s be clear. No
fucking. You should not expect me to
fuck you. If you even come close to
coming on to me I’ll twist your dick

around your balls into a knot so tight
you’ll have to cut your nuts off to
undo it.”
“Jesus, that’s not what I had
in mind. I thought I was clear on
that.”
“Yeah, well, you wouldn’t
be the first asshole to lie just to get
a chick up in his apartment alone,
promising just to paint her or take her
picture. And then try to fuck her.”
“That’s not what…”
“Okay. I just wanted to be
clear. And I’m not getting naked.”
“I told you that’s not…”
“Just covering all our bases
here.”
“Look, Mar—”
“And my name’s not Mary.
I just go by that at work. You know
how many creepy stalker fucks I get?
I’m not telling you my real name. But
you can call me Penny.”
“Penny, okay.”
“Yeah, it’s after a street I
once lived on. But that’s not what I
want in return. Those are just the
conditions.”
“What do you want then?”
Darrow asked.
“I’m a poet and songwriter.
I play in a band with my boyfriend.
He’s the drummer.”
“Really? Didn’t know that.”
“Why would you? Anyway,
I’m more of a poet than a songwriter.
My words and feeling them mean
more to me than our music. My
boyfriend and the others like playing
fast and heavy. I’m usually the rhythm
guitarist, and we have a lead singer,
a bassist, and a lead guitar. But they
let me sing and play slow melodic
songs just to change things up a bit.
I even use an acoustic on some of
them. It adds a different dynamic to
our sound. Plus, I’m the only chick
in the band, so it gives us some visual

versatility.”
“I get it.”
“I write all the slow ones
myself. Lyrics and all.”
“Cool.” He liked her energy.
Talking about her writing enlivened
her. It was the closest she seemed to
happy, vibrant.
“When do you want me to
come over?” Penny asked. “Keep in
mind my boyfriend is six-foot-four
and can grind you into a pulp. He’ll
use your arms for drumsticks if you
try anything.”
“I thought my genitals would
be in a knot?” She didn’t laugh. “He
doesn’t mind then?”
“Not at all. We don’t play
possessive games. I do what I want.
He does what he wants.”
“Good, because I don’t
want any drama. Now what is it that
you want? I said I’d pay you what I
could.”
“You will pay me. But you
also have to do what I say when I say
it.”
“What do you mean?”
“I’ll come to your apartment
and do whatever, except what we
discussed and any other freaky
shit. I’m not getting in handcuffs or
chains…”
Darrow remonstrated with
offense. “I told you it’s honest art.
Nothing like that. Wear what you
want.”
“Okay, I believe you, or I
wouldn’t be here. Just reiterating.
But,” she continued, “what I want
from you is that you do what I tell
you to do. It won’t be often, but there
will be moments, for my own artistic
reasons, that I will tell you to do
something. And you have to do it.”
Darrow’s shoulders dropped,
and he leaned in toward his straw
sticking out from his cup. He sucked
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in a drink of his water and replied:
“As long as you don’t try to put me in
chains.”

He did not have a phone. So,
he waited. In vain. She did not show
up at the appointed time. For three
days he stared at his now blank walls
and blank canvas. He had wanted to

air sagged, Darrow repopulated his
apartment and refilled himself with
forced paintings. He continued as he
had before he had lain eyes on the
Penny Street Girl—as he had chosen
to remember to her.
In his soundless studio, he
painted slowly, out of boredom, when
a knock came pounding at his door.
He opened it, and there she stood—
his long, lost muse.

She refilled him. The skin of
her legs shone like a stretched white
moon. His inspiration filled like a
dammed lake in a deluge. Darrow
grabbed his paint and canvas and silently, but furiously, swabbed paint on
the screen. His fingers scrunched in
pained positions. She picked her legs
up and lay on the makeshift couch;
it squeaked, shook, and rattled. He
did not mind her moving and shift-

start clean, so he removed all traces
of his portraits of her.
Darrow gave her a week. He
went by her bar, but she did not work
on her usual nights.
He paced the New Orleans
streets, dipping in music clubs, trying
to glimpse her band. He thought he
might see her showered in a cone of
purple light atop a lonely stage crooning a sad song or a luscious lullaby.
But he never saw her, and just like
that she had vanished as if she had
been a fleeting figment of his imagination. She had emptied him.
As the red and green lights
of December ignited and the wintry

“Are we going to do this?” she
asked with the sharpness of a dagger.
“Where’ve you been?” he replied?”
“On the road, sweetie,” she
answered, moving past him and into
his apartment.
“We were supposed to...I
mean like a month ago...”
“What’s wrong with now?”
Her back was to him. She
slithered out of her long silvery coat.
Darrow closed the door and followed
her. She plopped on his futon, swinging one leg over the other. Her dress
hugged her body like a lover who
couldn’t bear to leave her.

ing; he wasn’t trying for a portrait,
but something else, something about
some essence or impression of such,
something unnameable, something
that he could not know until it burst
from his brush like a gush of blood
from a pierced jugular.

*****

“Talking about her writing
enlivened her. It was the
closest she seemed to
happy, vibrant.”
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*****
“I want you to put your lips
to mine,” she said, a month or so after their reunion. “I don’t want you to
touch them, but I want you to come
as close as you can without making
contact.” Darrow was in the middle
of painting, so he glanced up, sur-
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prised, while his brush kept moving.
“Come on now,” she said. “Remember
the deal.”
“But now?” he asked. “I’m in
a groove. A zone. I can’t stop.”
“Yes, now.” Darrow set his
tools on the stand and sheepishly
walked toward her. She threw up her
finger, her black nail rising over its
horizon. He stopped. “Move slowly,”
she ordered. He leaned in with his
lips slightly parted like a twelve-yearold moving in for his first kiss. “Rub
your tongue underneath the bottom
of your top lip.” He grimaced in
confusion. “Just do as I say.” He
closed his eyes and drew toward
her, his arms dangling close to his
side. “Tell me,” she whispered, the
susurration gliding into his ears. “Tell
me why you paint.”
His eyes opened, and he
felt his head swaying like a slowing
punching bag. He replied, “I don’t
know if I can explain it.”
“It’s what I want from
you,” she answered, still whispering.
“You have to tell me. And tell me
why you have to paint me.” He did
not respond. Instead, his eyelids
folded again. “Look at me,” she
commanded. “Look at my face. Look
at my body. It’s what you want to
do.” Darrow trembled. His eyelids
creaked open again, and her black
pupil encircled by a sea-like iris stared
into him. He felt his arms rising and
his hands moving toward her. “Don’t
touch,” she said. “But come closer.”
Her face slid past his, and her mouth
hovered over his ear. “Tell me.”
“Because . . .” he stammered.
“Because why?”
“Because I have to.”
“This. This is what I want.”
“What? What do you want?
“The same as you. But you
don’t understand it yet. Take off your
shirt.”

“Huh?”
“Take off your shirt.”
He did as she told him. Her
arms slinked around his neck, but she
did not touch him. “Look down and
then look in my eyes again.
Darrow’s vision dipped,
and he stared mesmerized by the
white canvas of her chest that rose
and separated into two snowy knolls
cupped into her black bustier.
“I have to touch you,” he
said. “Please.”
“Tell me what you want to
do.”
“Your lips. Your skin. I have
to touch them. Let me.”
“You know what art is,
Darrow?”
He barely heard her, and he
didn’t answer. His head rose slowly.
Their eyes locked.
“You know what art is?” she
repeated. His head moved from side
to side. “It’s me looking at you like
this. It’s me seeing how much you
want me, you need me.”
“Yes,” he said.
“But that’s not all.”
“It’s not?”
“I have to show you.
Otherwise, you won’t understand.”
“Show me.”
“I had to see you like this.
I had to see how much you desire.
How much you long. How much you
want. How much you need. And you
do need, don’t you Darrow? You do
desire?”
“I do,” he said eagerly.
“You must touch?”
“I must.”
A pitying smile spread across
her face. “Now, I can write my song,
my verse.”
She backed away and moved
toward the door. Her hand twisted
the nob, and she guided it open. He
stood shirtless, the skin on his wiry

body undulating in spasms of nervous
contractions. The door covered her,
and she vanished behind it.
His apartment grew stale
and still. He stared at the door as he
waited for her to come back through.
But she would not. Not ever again.
He wasn’t sure if she took something
from him, leaving him blank and
bloodless or if she had given him
something, something that she had
and flushed it in his veins. Darrow
twisted his torso and glowered at his
brush, pallet, canvas—and froze in
his own terror.
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PornMe2: Gribby in Space
David Leo Rice

P

oor Gribby’s on his last legs, so to speak, dying in the bathtub with the other Gribby standing over
him, filming it all on his phone, uploading the shower
scene to the central PornMe server, so that Gribbys the
world over can get a sweet, sweet taste of what they’re
missing.
Now Gribby’s huddled, fetal, stinking the ol’
drain up with his dumpling-salty blood and gamey
panic sweat, color leaving his skin like a lychee that’s
been soaked too long in ice. He’s looking up at the other Gribby, the one he glommed onto in all that porn
he watched of himself getting busy with everyone who
will now outlive him, when what does that Gribby say
but, “Look, chubchub, you wanna die here like a little
hog-boy, or you wanna live a little longer and see what
happens next? Cuz, what with the state you let yourself
fall into in this here dank tub of yours, only PornMe2
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can save you now.”
Gribby looks up at him, eyes all swimmy and
pupil-less, unsure of what to focus on, and tries to nod.
Do I wanna die? He asks himself. No, I don’t suppose I do,
comes the answer. No, I’m pretty sure I do not. Not if
you’re asking, no, I’d definitely prefer not to, thanks.
“Well then hoo-ha-Sally,” says the Gribby-inhis-prime, as he reaches down to insert something under
the dying Gribby’s left ear. To be totally honest, the dying Gribby thinks, that big fat needle thingy hurts—I’m
still a flesh-hunk, not a hard drive, aren’t I?—but given
that I’ve just been stabbed to death in a vicious shower
scene (though already the memory of this feels more
pornographic than biological, if it’s still possible to separate one from the other), it doesn’t hurt all that much
in the larger scheme of things. In any case, the needle
pain becomes a moot point as soon as the non-dying
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Gribby launches into his spiel, which
goes a little something like this:
“Okay, so how this works is
that we keep debiting from the same
account we’ve been debiting from
all along—don’t worry, it doesn’t get
shut off after you die as long as there’s
anything left in it, which, judging
from your most recent statement, if
I’m not confusing you with another

what his better half ’s trying to
communicate. These things make more
sense once they start happening, don’t they?,
he thinks, sensing that his body’s
already beginning to drift out of the
bathtub, through the ceiling, through
the apartments above, through the
roof, through the smog blanketing the
megacity, through the clouds heavy
with acid rain, past a Virgin America

client, ought to buy you a good while
yet, and we float you through space,
the great open void bubba, the big
highway in the sky, the celestial realms
of the seven spheres of the Big Guy’s
splooge-o-rama, hubby-bear, if you
see where I’m off to with all this, so
you can, like, check out all you missed
by waiting around on Earth for
something to happen.”
If my throat weren’t slit, the
dying Gribby thinks, I’d nod, even
though he isn’t sure he understands

flight to Vancouver, through a hole in
the atmosphere, and into a blackness
so absolute that at first he can’t tell if
he’s still conscious.

drift, ogling one planet at a time, checking
out their smooth curves, their moist,
velveteen topographies, until I finally...
He’s forced to abandon this
line of thinking when the vastness
of the moon fills his field of vision
and he finds himself tumescent
with the realization that he’s a
drifting sperm and the moon’s

“Strange eons now begin to
pass in the depths of space,
so many that Gribby has become the godhead of every
galaxy...”
He comes to in full-drift,
neither hot nor cold, neither heavy
nor light, caked in blood but no
longer bleeding, red and dry as
a chili peanut. He feels like a
newborn but without the dread of
having to live a life. All I have to do is

a waiting egg. No other thought
intrudes until he happens to notice
himself blowing out a cloud of
hovering jism, which fertilizes the
moon, causing it to thicken and
sprout with water, greenery and a
race of moonlings that proceeds to
enslave and exterminate itself until
Gribby feels the need to fertilize
the now-barren satellite all over
again.
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Porn-hound that he is, he does
this again and again, unfathomably
often, until he gets bored. Then he
drifts deeper into space and does
it again elsewhere, and again after
that, planet after planet, nebula after
nebula, each time titillating himself
with the unique rush of becoming the
demiurge, the benevolent godhead that
breathes life into the coldest crevasses
of the universe where, a moment
before, there had been absolute
nothingness. Soon, the process is so
erotic that Gribby finds it impossible
to imagine how he ever got it up for
less. Compared with this, he thinks,
the naked guys and gals of PornMe1
were like millipedes scuttling over
sandwiches in a campsite trash can.
Hardly a #Partystarter, if you see where my
head’s at, he thinks, but this time the
other Gribby doesn’t respond.
Strange eons now begin to
pass in the depths of space, so many
that Gribby has become the godhead
of every galaxy, all of them fertilized
through his furious and meticulous
masturbation, growing into their own
unique worlds as soon as they come into
existence, only to collapse and demand
resurrection an astral millisecond
later. He floats sometimes with an airy
feeling and sometimes with a swimmy
feeling, moving through thick space
and thin space, into gusts of hot air
and tunnels of grueling cold that dead
end at black holes, which suck him in
and spit him out either back where he
started or billions of light-years away.
It’s fun, he finds, to guess which it’ll be,
and to invariably end up wrong, as if
the black holes were reading his mind,
which, come to think of it, he thinks,
perhaps they are.
In the millennia during which
this thought is slowly dawning on
him, Gribby—though he now feels
too multifarious to dwell within that
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name, his essence unfurled from the
sausage-casing of its earthly selfhood
—begins to perceive some unifying
presence firming up around him. Out
of the shapeless smears of stardust
and the purple-blue trails of comets,
something invisible yet sentient is
beginning to make itself known
inside Gribby’s head; some somber,
brooding, inscrutable entity is emitting
waves of thought that Gribby can’t
help but internalize. Soon, they’ve
penetrated so deep into the vaginal
folds of his brain that he has the
feeling they’re coming from him, that
they’re his thoughts, even though, at
the same time, the sense that this entity
is vegetating at the heart of space and
sucking him into its maw, like, well,
whatever’s at the very heart of space,
is only growing stronger. Perhaps, he
notices himself thinking, I am beginning
the process of being unborn, only to be born
again as something colossally greater than
anything I could ever have dreamed of being
before.

The notion of being sucked
in by the universe and spit back
out the other side turns him on like
nothing else ever has. More eons
pass and more planets are born
from this autoerotic feedback loop,
though Gribby’s masturbation
seems to be segueing out of the
realm of the psychosexual and into
the realm of the purely biological,
the process now as dumbly selfperpetuating as evolution itself. It
just keeps happening, he thinks,
or notices space thinking, as he
drifts past clusters of planets,
whole civilizations roiling upon
them, some thick with trees, some
drenched in green water or clotted
in ice that reflects the light of distant
stars, some nothing but jagged piles
of rock or shifting densities of

vapor. As he passes, he thinks their
thoughts, and they think his. These
thought patterns are sometimes
wise and laconic, and other times
vicious, even sadistic, but the line
between them and me is softening
to the point where, soon, he
thinks, it’ll be nothing but a distant
memory. It’s like that feeling near
sleep, he goes on thinking, where
one thought leads to the next while
eclipsing whatever came before it,
so that, from any one thought, it’s
impossible to remember any other,
the effect being that every thought,
no matter how banal, takes on
the immense power of The Only
Thought Ever.
Soon, he thinks, having
already forgotten his previous
thought, I’ll be just one entity
drifting through the mind of
another and, somehow, vice versa
as well, each of us containing
the other so that any boundary
between us will be moot, and I will
dissolve fully, and permanently,
into the mind of God, which will
itself no longer go by that name,
or any other, because there will
be nothing left to name it, nor to
require that it be named, as it goes
about its habitual masturbation
in peace, creating planets as a
sort of by-product of the only
process that ever really salved the
loneliness of being the all-one, and
thereby passed the time, even at the
outermost extremities of time, so
far out here that the concept has
no real meaning, at least not when
you’re no longer an embodied
individual, moving in a straight
temporal line from Point A to Point
…um…
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Here, on the threshold of the
self ’s irrevocable dissolution and the
severing of the last link to any form
of existence outside of total oneness
with the entity formerly known as
God, something deep inside of him
rears its head. Some scared baby
homunculus version of himself that’s
desperate to maintain its separation
from the unmapped nothingness of
the infinite cries out and, like a moan
from a porn vid you thought was on
mute, a strain of unbearably mournful
blues punctures the otherwise deathly
silence of PornMe2. As soon as he
registers the sound, he begins falling
out of orbit, flailing, a strain of terror
infecting the music, as he plummets
toward the surface of whatever distant
planet it’s coming from. One of my
babies, he thinks, one of the infinite
sub-Gribbys (he remembers his name
now, too) lost in the enormity of the
real—free, free-falling, until…
Phew, for a moment there, I lost
myself, he thinks, coughing in a cloud
of lunar dust and itching the implant
behind his ear. Back in his body, resurrounded by the familiar dead
tissue, the old bum knee and slit throat
and dumpling-grease love handles,
a briny combination of remorse and
relief begins to marinate his soul like a
cocktail olive.
“Way to kill the mood, dude,”
whispers the Gribby in his earpiece,
who has also, it would seem, come back
online, eager to resume jabbering like
the imbecile he’s always been. “Way to
harsh the whole mellow midnight vibe
we so graciously laid out for you up
there, Care Bear. Way to chicken out
with your dick out like a scared little
bitch!”
Gribby’s still working on his
comeback when the dust clears and he
can see, about fifty feet away, the blues
duo whose tune summoned him out of
orbit in the first place. The first human

forms he’s seen in what feels like, and
may well be, millions of years. He
gets to his feet and stumbles toward
them, transfixed by the beauty of their
jam, one of them on guitar, the other
on upright bass, singing in perfect
harmony, until he gets close enough to
recognize them as Sun Ra and Hitler.
He stands as close as he dares
and sways to the tune, unable to
think because the music is simply too
beautiful. Hitler presses his mustache
up to a 50s-style radio mic and wails
in German, while Sun Ra lays down
a truly celestial bassline, his fingers
covering whole octaves with no visible
strain. Then he leans in to sing the
next verse in what sounds like an
extraterrestrial patois, while Hitler
fingerpicks a heartbreaking series of
arpeggios on a vintage acoustic guitar
decked out with roses and rhinestone
swastikas.
Gribby feels the blues
coursing through his newly restored
body, which is growing smaller and
denser by the moment, returning to
its minuscule human proportions. He
feels the true immensity of the space
he’s traveled through, and for the first
time since he signed up for PornMe2
while dying in the shower (and did that
really happen, he wonders, perhaps not
for the first time, or was that just an ad I
watched while the friendly cable guy upgraded
my service package?), he admits that he’s
lost. He’s so far afield that he can’t
tell whether he’s alive or dead, which
is not a feeling he’s ever had before,
not even in the depths of PornMe1,
back when he lived alone in the heart
of the megacity, his pajamas always
open at the crotch, a bag of delivery
dumplings always at the ready by the
cordless mouse in his left hand.
Unless, he thinks, that too was a
hallucination, one more porn window open
among so many millions that, in aggregate,
they made up little more than dots in a Chuck

Close portrait of my grimacing, spluttering
face.
In any event, he thinks, forcing
himself to focus for a millisecond, I’m
homesick. I almost lost myself completely, and
now I’m back, but that means I’m… Before
he can complete this thought, Sun Ra
and Hitler have moved onto a new
number, equally potent but snappier,
zippier, and now Gribby’s dancing,
trying to suppress his mounting dread
at how far he’s drifted, thinking,
instead, so I guess all those stories about
how Hitler escaped the bunker in Berlin and
ended up in space were true. Goddam Hitler
in space. At least, he thinks, there’s no
mystery as to why Sun Ra’s here.
The next time he looks up, Sun
Ra’s blowing into a kazoo, holding it to
his lips with one hand and smooshing
the mic against it with the other. He
winks through the purple darkness,
and Gribby feels his chest expand,
puffed up and sprouting sensitive hair
like a werewolf caught alone on a
Yorkshire moor under the full moon.
Soon he’s so swollen with music that
he breaks into a tarantella. For the first
time in his life, he forgets himself to
the point where he even forgets that
he’s forgetting himself. Many hours
pass in this manic fugue, his feet
leaving the dusty planet’s surface for
whole minutes at a time, as he grows
more and more aroused until he can’t
contain his enthusiasm (“could you
ever, blubba-bub-bub?” the earpiece
hisses). Riven with sudden shame, he
watches himself ejaculate so forcefully
that he’s blown off this planet and back
into space, the void of which now feels
emptier than ever before, bereft of all
landscape save for the grim milky way
of his recent expulsion.
For many more eons Gribby
drifts, growing lonely, growing old, the
spark that sired planets gone from his
loins. The divine presence that he felt
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before remains diffuse now, indifferent
to him, perhaps nonexistent. He
begins to wonder if it was ever there,
or if, all those eons ago, he’d merely
succumbed to his own desire to believe.
Not that I quite succumbed, he
muses bitterly.
“Bet you wish you did when
you had the chance, huh, tubthumper?”
The other Gribby cackles in his ear.
Again failing to find a
comeback, Gribby can’t help but
agree. If the chance came again, he adds,
I’d buy-with-one-click and never think twice.
But if it never does, then, what’s my, like,

who’s to say I’m not dead already, down in
that slimy ol’ bathtub of yours, I mean mine,
and then what exactly have I been paying for
all these years, letting you debit my account
like it’s a take-whatever-you-want-party-bag,
if all this is just regular-ol’ being dead and
there’s nothing else to it?
“You tell me, little pickle.
But what I’ll tell you, since we’ve
apparently reached the point in the
party where everyone’s just saying the
first thing that comes to mind, is that
they all say this right about now. All
the sneaky little PornMe2 gribbsters
like you, they all start thinking about

any more nonsense, Gribby reaches
into his spacesuit, which is really just a
souped-up version of his old full-body
pajamas, and begins to pump his groin,
tentatively at first, cooking up the idea
in his lower brainstem that he’ll rip
out the implant at the last moment as
a sort of ultimate orgasm, a reverse
Big Bang, and go out in the same way
the universe came in. So now he’s got
one hand on his penis and one on the
implant, yanking on both like it’s his
job to squish the God that won’t give
him a second chance at love.
He’s just about to finish when

reason to persevere at this point?
“You ain’t got none, big pun,”
the implant hisses, and, for the first
time since PornMe2 began, Gribby’s
tempted to reach behind his ear and
rip the damn thing out.
Who’s to say I don’t just give you a
nice little tug and send you flying all by your
lonesome through the squid ink out there, and
see how you like it?
“Give it a try. Think
PornMe2’s a joke? Go ahead. See how
you like the punchline.”
Tempted, Gribby’s fingers
cluster around the rubber coating
over the metal slug under his ear. And

saving a buck by ripping their youknow-what’s out, since they might be,
you know, dead already, so what’s the
harm, marm, but you know what the
harm is? The actual harm, G-man, if I
were to like totally level with you? The
actual harm is that you can’t be sure.
You can never be sure that, without
PornMe2, it wouldn’t collapse into
total and absolute nothing, the real
deal dark baby, Wormtown, USA,
which, compared with the cold void of
space is even more, um…actually let
me check on that one and get back to
you.”
Before the implant can warble

what does he hear but those same
blues from before, louder than ever.
They enter him just as they did when
he was young, Sun Ra and Hitler on
their lonely orb, plinking away on their
banjos and lap steels, soundtracking
purgatory
with
heartbreaking
precision. Gribby’s soothed like a fetus
in its amniotic slop as the implant
whispers, “You touch me again, big
spender, and this all turns off, and you
wanna know what death’s really like?
I checked with Management, and
they say it’s exactly like this but silent,
totally silent, no blues at all, nor even
the memory of any blues, and you

“...one more porn window
open among so many millions
that, in aggregate, they made
up little more than dots...”
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wouldn’t want that, now would you,
space baby?
Defeated, Gribby’s hands are
down by his sides now, his expression
sullen as a chastised first grader’s. He
drifts through space in search of the
music’s source, aware that it may, at
this point, be no more than a memory.
Still, he thinks, aren’t time and space
supposed to be, like, the same thing all
the way out here?
Over the years—or miles—
the music reverberates, eclipsing all
other memories, merging with the last
remnants of the godhead fantasy until
the two are one and, together, they
make up all there is. The memory of
that carefree young man dancing the
tarantella, leaping through the air
like a marionette, is the final legacy
of all of existence, the diamond that
all the carbon in the universe finally
compressed itself into.
He fingers the implant under
his ear as proof that he’s not really
dead, gone forever from the universe
he helped to create. Terrified at how
close he came to tearing it out, he
fondles it now, scratching it, batting
at it, feeling all sensation dry up in
his groin and pool under his ear, until
one day, perhaps centuries later, long
after his lower body has atrophied
and his mind has ceased to produce
new thoughts, a voice from the deep
past, the age of myth and miracle,
resurfaces in his ear. “Your account is
now empty, the voice gloats, so your
implant is set to self-destruct.”
The voice begins to fragment
and echo as gluey white foam leaks
down Gribby’s neck and he roils in
a combination of pleasure and pain.
“Time is not space, time is money,”
the voice adds, and now both have run
out. Your complimentary final scene is
loading.
The dead space around him

judders and jolts as the light dims and
the shapes of walls and a ceiling grow
out of nothing, quickly simulating
the décor of a smoky, Weimar-era
nightclub. Gribby’s the lone occupant,
sipping a cocktail, watching Hitler
and Sun Ra take their places on the
bandstand and begin to play a set just
for him, like he’s some big-spending
Euro VIP in the late 1920s.
At the end of an enchanting
hour, they stop and say, in one voice,
“For our final number, are there any
requests from the crowd?”
And
Gribby,
addressing
someone other than himself for what
feels like the first time in his life, says,
“Play ‘The Root of All Pornography’
for me one last time.”
They nod, happy to oblige.
After Hitler has tuned up a bass and
Sun Ra has taken a seat behind an
old cabaret piano, they strike up a
rambling two-step rhythm and vamp
for a few bars. Then they begin to sing,
in unison, “There once was a universe,
it was a pretty cozy place/There once
were some people/They danced with
joy and grace/There once was a bluegreen planet Earth/But now, poor
Gribby, it’s just you in outer space.”
Gribby finds he’s tapping and
singing along as the song reaches the
chorus—“the root of all pornography,
the root of all pornography, the
root of all pornography is this: that
anything at all, anywhere, ever used
to exist”—and, unable to imagine the
song ending, he shouts through his
slit throat, “Encore! Encore! Play it
again!”
For the moment, Sun Ra and
Hitler keep singing, so Gribby springs
to his feet, knocking his cocktail
over as he reprises the tarantella he
danced all those millennia ago. His
body’s creakier and slower now, his
eyes milky and his hearing shot, but
his spirit’s free as he reels around and
around the slowly vanishing room. He

throws his hands in the air and whips
his atrophied legs in frantic circles, his
pajamas drenched in sweat and open
at the crotch as he jigs like a risen god,
determined not to stop until there’s
literally nothing left of him.
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Serenade of the Lobsters
Lily Kip

I

n the evenings the sky through the French
doors looks like a bruise. The clouds go all yellow and
green and pink and purple and I think I see the blood
pulsing underneath—I think I see the vessels popping
under the skin. If I stand in the right place in our kitchen, I can watch the street through the windows. The
neighborhood is all twilight. Fuzzy houses, fuzzy lights,
fuzzy cars buzzing past in the glow.
After the first stroke, George was quieter. I did
not mind the silence so much; after thirty something
years there is not much we haven’t heard from each
other. We spent a lot of time reading side by side. Or
I would knit and he would do crosswords, or he would
watch the news and I would fold laundry. Parallel play.
He has been more fragile since the second
stroke. He is tired. He does not have energy to putter
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around like he used to, going to work or mowing the
lawn or reading in his study. But his voice has returned,
he’s talkative, he likes to ask me questions. He knows
he is forgetting things. I think he fears losing everything
completely.
“What’s that show we used to like?” He is
sitting in the armchair in front of the television. The
leather cushions are faded, some parts are flaking off—
there is a George-sized impression left when he stands.
Once, when the children were little, we found
a baby bird in the driveway. He was pink and soft, yet
without feathers. He had fallen from his nest. Beatrice
cried and we put him in a Tupperware container with a
dishcloth. The next morning I came into the kitchen to
find him dead, just where we had left him. I buried him
in the yard while George and the children were asleep,
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dew still on the grass, sky still lighting
up with the dawn. When Beatrice
asked where he had gone, I told her he
had flown away. More and more these
days I’ve been thinking of that bird.
“When, honey?” I am standing
at the sink in the kitchen, adjacent to
the family room. Our dinner dishes
sit dirty to the side. Many years ago
we had the wall knocked out, so the
eating and the TV watching flow into
one another and out again. George’s
chair faces away from me, angled
towards the back of the house where
the television sits. The screen is black.
Perhaps he has misplaced the remote
again.
“It was a long time ago.” He
sighs. “We used to watch it with the
kids.”
“Was it a children’s show? The
Muppets?”
“No, no. It was with the
Carrols’ children.” I pause, looking
at the back of my husband’s head.
“Don’t you remember?” He says.
“No, dear.”
“You don’t remember the
Carrols? Laura and Paul?” He laughs
a little. The television is still black. I
turn back towards the sink. The basin
is full of hot water, the suds close to
boiling. Quietly, careful not to splash, I
sink my arms into the dirty water until
it is above my elbows. The heat sears
my forearms, the soap bubbles gather
around the wrinkled skin of my upper
arms.
“No, dear.”
Thirty years ago, we never
talked. I cooked dinner, I cleaned
up. George would come home in the
evenings and find me sitting at the
kitchen table, holding my hands out
on the wood. Palms to the sky, head
bent as if I were praying but I wasn’t.
“What are you looking at.”
He would say. It was never a question.
The Carrols lived down the street until
a little more than thirty years ago. Their

daughters were friends with Beatrice
and Charlie. We played cards with
Laura and Paul. On Sunday evenings
in the summer we all ate dinner on
the patio. Paul and George would
drive to the supermarket together and
pick out lobsters, enormous creeping
things with pincers like garden shears,
eyes darting like a snake’s. Laura and I
would tie on aprons and pull our hair
back. We filled the big boiling pot in the
sink and lifted it together to the stove.
We held the lobsters by their bound
pincers and dropped them in the water
one by one, watching them squirm in
the steam and sizzle in the water. The
first time we cooked together, Laura
cried and I had to do the boiling. Paul
held her around the waist and patted
her hair. She was younger than I was,
thin even after three babies.
It never occurred to me that
the lobsters might know what was
happening, I only thought it interesting;
a tactile cooking experience. Paul
teased me that I was cold-hearted,
that I liked to watch them die. I don’t
know how George felt, he never tried
to pat my hair. We would set the table
with the special butter and the little
silver forks. The kids would run over
from the sprinkler, dripping wet and
sunburned.
George has not remembered
this for a long time.
I look down and realize my
arms are still elbow deep in the sink
water. The dirty dishes are waiting on
the counter. I lift my hands into the air
and inspect the skin, pink and tender.
Compared to George, I am still young.
Sometimes I fear that I will outlive
him. Sometimes I remember that I
will. He has fallen asleep in the time
that I have been distracted, I can hear
him snoring from the other side of the
chair.
After the first stroke, both
Charlie and Beatrice rushed home, left
their jobs and significant others and

spinning city lives for a week. After the
second, we got only got a phone call
from each.
I try very hard for George to
be my burden, so that they are not
sad or resentful. This is the one thing
I cannot bear, I do not think I could
live if they resented us. I imagine the
way they whisper to each other on the
phone about our failing health, our
outstanding finances.
I worry I have outlived my
usefulness. I’m not sure if I am a
mother anymore.
When the Carrols lived down
the street, Laura and I were supposed
to be friends. I think she believed we
were. Most of the time, I also believed
it. But she was strange with her
children—she was a school teacher,
while Paul worked from home. It was
unusual for the time, and I felt I could
not relate to her. My children were my
life. She loved her children, but I could
not understand a woman who could
work, who could be away from the
nest all day, not knowing.
Paul was easier to talk to. He
had more to say; he allowed me to have
more to say. He was a writer. As far
as I can tell, he never resented staying
home during the day. Sometimes he
came over for coffee in the afternoons
when he was stuck in his writing and
I was tired of picking up dirty socks.
Sometimes he sat at the kitchen table
and talked while I cooked dinner.
Sometimes I sat with him and talked
back. Sometimes we were quiet. I
liked to watch the shadows fall across
the tiles in the kitchen, I liked the way
the colors of the house faded in the
evening.
George is asleep. Soon he will
wake up and ask without really asking
for me to help him up the stairs. I will
make him tea, I will tuck him into
our shared bed like I used to tuck the
children in when they were young.
Charlie wanted to be tucked in for far
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longer than Beatrice did. But that is
the way with younger boys.
Charlie was always upset that
the Carrols only had girl children.
He felt left out. He was the second
youngest, but they treated him more
like the baby than the littlest Carrol
daughter. George loved him but was

meditating on this for a while. “Can I
play-ay with you?”
“I’m not playing, Charlie
dear.”
“What-at-at are you doing?”
“I’m making dinner.” And
then I would lift him up and sit him
down on the counter so he could

so he was eye level with Charlie.
“What are you doing with your mom,
Charlie boy? Being a pest?” Charlie
liked Paul but he was shy. He would
bat his long baby eyelashes and look
nervous. ”Let’s go do some guy things.
Let your mom be.” And Paul would
scoop Charlie up and take him into

a little too serious to relate to his son.
Charlie was the dreamy type of boy.
He liked dragons, he liked to draw.
I didn’t know what to do with him
either.
When we cooked the lobsters,
the girls would be playing in the
backyard. Laura would watch them
out on the patio while grading papers.
Charlie would come into where I was
starting to get the kitchen ready and
wrap himself around my legs.
“Mama they won’t-on’t-on’t
let me play with with them.”
“Why’s that honey?”
“They say I’m a pest-est-est.”
“Are you being a pest-est-est?”
“May-ay-be.” With his thumb
in his mouth he would be quiet,

watch. He stopping sucking his thumb
around age eight, but he stuttered
until high school. Silently he watched
me wash the lettuce for the salad, set
out the cutting board and knives, haul
out the boiling pot. At some point Paul
and George would come back from
the grocery store, brown bags full of
writhing lobsters.
“We’ve got some big ones for
you, Eva!” Paul would say, clattering
through the side door. I would smile.
Charlie would wrinkle his nose.
“I got more salt.” George
would grip my shoulder as he passed,
leaving the bag on the table and
heading towards the study. That never
changed.
But Paul would crouch down

the living room, where they would
get down on the floor with paper and
markers to do the guy things like Paul
promised.
The room is all quiet now and
the sun has gone down. I’ve finished
the dishes, but the water is still in the
basin, swirling around with bits of food
and leftover soap. A candle flickers
by the stove, glowing on the counter
in the shadow. I spent most of the
day cleaning, knitting. I have become
more conscious of doing old lady
things, crafts with yarn and forgetting
to pay attention to entire days passing.
Things that my grandmother did when
I was a girl, things that I watched my
mother begin to do when I felt she was
far too young—when I felt I was far

“We held the lobsters by their
bound pincers and dropped
them in the water one by one,
watching them squirm in the
steam...”
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too young. It was a big tragedy then.
Now I feel as though I am blinking
very slowly as the second hand ticks
by on the clock, as the sun sets in the
evening. I always imagined I would be
much more distressed about getting
old.
George is waking up on the
other side of the chair, coughing. I
begin to mentally prepare for the
walking up the stairs, for the tea
making. But the coughing is not
stopping. I am very silent, and he is still
coughing. Choking?
“George?” No answer. More
choking. “George?”
Over the top of his chair I
see his hands go to his throat. He is
wheezing. “George?”
The banana bread I made this
afternoon is on the table. I know what
has happened. Through the window
the last rays of the sun are disappearing
behind the trees, the streetlights have
gone on. Inky darkness has spread
across the sky, little pinpricks of stars
flicking on one by one. I am not
thinking of George. I am thinking of
Paul on a summer afternoon thirtyone years ago. I am plunging my arms
into the lukewarm sink water, I am
thinking of the lobsters.
*****
Thirty-one years ago, Paul
Carrol is sitting at my kitchen table and
I am in love with him. And it is thirtyone years ago and we are married to
other people and we live on the same
street and our children are friends,
have grown up together, and I know
that this is bad, the very worst thing.
But he is sitting at my kitchen table
and we have hours to talk, we have
spouses who are busy with their own
careers, own lives. Every day we are
home with our children and our work
and the cleaning and our spouses come

home late and are tired from their real
jobs in the real world. It is a summer
afternoon and the children are playing
in the yard and Paul Carrol sits at my
kitchen table and I am holding two
lobsters above a boiling pot of water
with my back to him and their beady
little eyes are looking into mine, flicking
their antennae back and forth, trying
to claw their way out of the rubber
bands around their pincers. And I
know that Paul knows, but he won’t
do anything, he won’t say anything; he
just sits at the table and sighs his sighs
and eats my lobsters with his wife. And
she knows and George knows, but he
just laughed and said, “Good luck with
that” and went to work with the lunch
I made him and never said another
thing about it. It is thirty-one years ago
and I am in love with Paul Carrol and
I do not understand why Paul Carrol
is not in love with me because his wife
is afraid of things that creep and crawl
with pincers like knives. It is a summer
afternoon thirty-one years ago and I
am holding two lobsters in my hands
as I turn to look at Paul Carrol at my
kitchen table. And I have lobster juice
and saltwater and butter down my
apron and Paul Carrol is standing up
from my kitchen table and putting his
arms around me and resting his chin
on my head and I hold two lobsters
out with my hands on either side. And
my husband is coming through the
door with Laura and they are looking
as Paul Carrol is holding me and I am
holding the lobsters and Paul is saying
he is sorry, Paul is saying my name.
Eva. Eva Eva Eva.
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Tilikum Gets Loose
Drew Buxton

B

renda said the trainers deserved whatever
happened to them like when people got gored in the
running of the bulls in Spain. We were fixing tacos, and
the documentary Blackfish was playing in the den. She
liked to have it on all the time in the background. It
was all just sad to me, for everybody. The trainers had
been sold a lie and were victims too. We started arguing
about it again but she got angry so fast.
We spread out on the sectional in the den to
eat, and it was at the part where Tilikum kills his first
victim, this young girl who had a chance of going to the
Olympics for swimming.
Brenda accused me of being sexist and thinking women can’t handle disturbing things like men can.
She thought I’d seen the new Gina Hinrich video but
wouldn’t show it to her. She was obsessed with finding
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the footage. Gina had just graduated high school, and
it’d only been her third week at SeaWorld. The forums
were saying that SeaWorld was working hard to stop
spectator cell phone videos getting out because it was
way worse than the others. Someone said they knew
from someone who’d been there that Tilly had flung
her limbs into different sections of the stands. I really
wanted to find the video too, and that’s what I kept
trying to tell Brenda.
We set our empty plates on the coffee table
and sat there, not talking for a while. She seemed mad
at me still, so I asked her if she’d heard about what
had happened just down the road with Cassie Wilkins.
The police dash-cam video, “Drug Dealer Drives Off
Bridge,” was blowing up on YouTube. It showed her
fleeing in the Audi A6 she bought with her own money
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when we were juniors in high school,
going some ridiculous MPH through
downtown. She slowed down like she
was giving up then the Audi slowly
crawled over the short curb and fell
off the bridge into the Arkansas River,
only about a mile from our house. The
cop exclaimed, “Oh my lord!”
Brenda remembered Cassie
from high school, but didn’t seem that
interested. It was only like a five-foot
drop, and Cassie must’ve slipped out
through the window. In the video you
could overhear them on the shore
reading her her rights and calling her
an idiot and saying she was lucky to
be alive. She didn’t say a fucking thing.
The Audi sank to the riverbed, and
she was being held in county jail for
evading arrest. “It’s genius. She knows
they aren’t gonna bother fishing it
out,” I said.
“But she totaled her Audi?”
Brenda asked.
“Yeah, but they were gonna
take it anyway, ya know, assuming
she had a ton of coke or whatever
in the trunk. She dodged a felony
dope charge, years in prison.” I’d
bought from Cassie since she started
selling awful weed and her Adderall
prescription in seventh grade. She
dropped out in the middle of junior
year, and we didn’t talk as much after
that. I heard she’d been dealing in
bigger amounts and was in the mix of
a lot of shit in Tulsa.
“So you think it’s still down
there?” Brenda asked.
“Yeah, for sure. The cops
aren’t gonna go to the trouble of
dragging it out.”
“And she’s still locked up?”
“Yeah.”
“How deep do you think that
part of the river is?”
“I don’t know. Twenty feet.
Dunno.”
Then she asked me if I was
almost done with the cars even though

she knew I wasn’t. I was still having
trouble with the welding. It was harder
than I imagined, and keeping the old
F-150 we used to get around running
was taking up most of my time. We
argued about who should get a job. I
was too busy with the restorations—
the ‘72 Mustang I got a deal for and
the ‘56 Chevy truck. Once I sold them
we’d be set.
After Brenda’s dad died from
a stroke last year, she got the house, the
Chevy and some money, but we were
about out of the money. She would
cuss out her boss after a month of
working at some restaurant. I imagine
it would be hard to be as smart as she
was and have to wash dishes. She was
college-educated, a year and a half at
TCC. We couldn’t really get anything
better because of the felonies we got
for trying to sell salt and laundry
detergent as coke to an undercover
cop. We should’ve known, but he
looked too much like a cop to be an
undercover.
*****
Brenda
was
watching
scuba diving instructional videos on
YouTube when I woke up. “Like that’s
not gonna be obvious,” I said. The
bridge Cassie drove off of was just
south of downtown, and cops drove
by constantly.
“It’ll be easy. I’ll just get
in further downriver, away from
everything and swim right up under
their noses. Getting the equipment is
going to be the hard part,” she said.
Neither one of us had ever scuba dived
before. I almost hoped Tilly would kill
another person soon so she’d forget
about it. She’d always been obsessive.
It was exciting when Tilly
first came because SeaWorld Tulsa
had never had an orca before. After
Blackfish came out I think they moved
him here hoping people would forget

about him. The documentary showed
that killer whales are really smart and
hate being in captivity. They hate
being treated like circus acts so much
that sometimes they snap and kill their
trainers.
Tilikum was the biggest and
saddest and angriest orca. He was
torn from his mother off the coast of
Iceland when he was just a baby. In
the wild, killer whales stay with their
parents for life. Animal rights groups
went nuts, and the Feds ordered
SeaWorld to stop breeding orcas.
“You’d have to swim upstream
though,” I said after making sure I had
it right.
“The current isn’t that strong.”
“But you’re not really a
swimmer.”
“I can swim. I was on the
Little Dolphins team when I was little,
and the coach would tell the other kids
to watch my form.”
“Underwater though?”
“Yeah, I’ll use that one stroke
where you push your arms sideways.
It’s how you’re supposed to swim
underwater. I’m fit.”
“Well, you’re skinny…”
She got worked up and
decided she was gonna prove it to me.
We drove to the river that morning,
and I dipped my hand in the water
and stopped myself from laughing. It
was freezing, and no way she’d back
down.
She had on a bikini and a
long-sleeve t-shirt on top. She got in
and tried to hide her shivering. She
went under and came back up three
seconds later gasping. “I can’t hold my
breath because the water’s so cold. My
body needs a second to get acclimated.
When I have a wetsuit on it’ll be a nonfactor,” she said. She tried again but
got pushed downstream. “Agh,” she
cried. “My foot touched something,”
and I didn’t even look, thinking she
was just trying to stall. She kicked back
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and splashed. “What the fuck? What
the fuck is that?” She clawed at the
grass on the shore, and I helped her
climb out.
“What?”
“I dunno, there’s something
there. Some kinda big fish. There’s a
fin.”
She pointed by the bush and
tree roots. I pulled the bush back and
jumped when I saw the big black fin
folded over, and I swear to God right
then I heard a high-pitched cry. Tilly? I
froze up and just caught myself before
I fell in the river. I hurried to Brenda,
but I couldn’t ask her if she’d heard

of time. We knew from documentaries
on the Investigation Discovery channel
that bodies were everywhere.
We stared at it for a couple
minutes, and the plastic fin was like
Tilikum’s, folded over. It happened to
all captive males but almost never in
the wild. There were a lot of different
theories why, like maybe because
captive whales spend a lot more time
at the surface and eventually gravity
brings the fin down.
“The truck is visible from the
street. Tons of people have seen it,”
Brenda said. We had to call the cops, but
the swimming thing didn’t make sense.

it too, and she looked at me like I’d
better go back. I crouched down and
peeled the leaves back again. The fin
bobbed in the weak stream, and there
was some pink blob under it in the
water. I looked left and saw a foot, like
a human ankle. “Holy shit! It’s like
some kind of human-fish,” I said.
Brenda laughed at me. “Shut
the fuck up!” she said and came over.
She grabbed the fin, and we saw the
wound in the man’s back. The fin was
plastic and had been knifed into him.
“It’s a dead body. We found a dead
body!” Brenda said.
“It’s a dead body!” I said. “A
murder victim!” We’d finally stumbled
on a corpse. It had only been a matter

No one swam there in November. No
one ever swam there. We drove back to
the house and grabbed a blanket and
some tupperware. Brenda changed
out of her swimsuit, and I found my
busted fishing pole.
I set up our picnic while
Brenda talked to the cops on the
phone. They took half an hour to
show up and seemed exhausted and
fed up. The protests at SeaWorld were
more than the Tulsa PD could handle.
The two patrol guys just blinked at
the body until the detectives showed.
They separated me and Brenda, and I
answered how she’d told me to. They
made us stick around for a while, and
soon there were a bunch of camera

crews buzzing around the scene. They
were in town from all over because of
the SeaWorld fanfare. We had to give
interviews, and we were going to be on
the news.
Ashley Barnhill from NBC
Tulsa showed up, and everyone cleared
a path for her. Her perfume was strong,
and she was even more beautiful in
person. I had to tell her to give me a
second because I was starstruck, and
she laughed and told me I didn’t have
to be nervous around her. If only she
knew how many times I’d jerked off to
her on the TV when Brenda was out
of the house.

“I imagine it would be hard
to be as smart as she was
and have to wash dishes.”
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*****
I didn’t know Cassie was out
on bail until she knocked on our front
door. Brenda had seen this coming
and had gone over this scenario with
me over and over until I got annoyed.
We were at the lake because we were
having a picnic just like we’d told the
news. We’d become a boring couple
since high school. We heard about her
accident through Facebook and were
glad she was okay.
“Cassie. Holy shit!” I said,
and she half-took my hug and walked
inside past me. I took a step outside,
and it looked like she’d come alone.
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“Did you walk here?” I asked, but she
didn’t answer. She had on sweatpants
and a baggy t-shirt and looked like the
tiny girl she was. She sat on the couch
with her legs and arms crossed, all
impatient. I went to wake up Brenda,
and she freaked out, yelling at me but
whispering. “I didn’t say shit, nothing,”
I swore.
She threw on some clothes,
we went into the den and she switched
her face on. “Cassie! Wow, I’m glad to
see you’re okay.” Cassie ignored her
and got up and walked to the front
door and looked out the window. She
seemed paranoid.
“When did you get out?” I
asked.
“Just now...I know why y’all were at the
river the other day when y’all found
that body,” she said, and she read my
fake-shock face right away. I wasn’t a
good liar, and she knew I wasn’t the
fishing type. “It’s fine. I would’ve done
the same thing, but what’s in that trunk
is worth a lot of money, and if I don’t
get it back I’m super-fucked,” she said.
Brenda just stared at her, trying to get
a read, not admitting it or denying it.
“I need to know what y’all’s plan was,”
Cassie said. She was such a natural
boss. “Look, I’ll give y’all 10K if y’all
help me get it.” Ten thousand dollars.
Brenda mean-mugged me, and I
stared at the floor and waited in the
silence. It hurt me not to agree to the
deal right away.
“Ten thousand dollars?”
Brenda asked.
“Yeah.”
“We were gonna scuba dive.”
Cassie laughed and put her
face in her hands. “Me too,” she said.
“Obviously it’s too hot now because of
that goddamn body…that’s it?” She
tried to act like she might walk out at
any second, but even I could tell she
was desperate. She wouldn’t be here
if all her people hadn’t already bailed
on her. Brenda called her bluff and

waited. She was so disciplined and
college-educated, and Cassie looked
more and more like a kid every second.
“Are you hungry?” I asked
her.
“What?” she asked even
though she’d heard me. She wasn’t
ready for this, and it made her tear
up. She nodded, and I went to start
some coffee and make her a sandwich.
I overheard Brenda telling her we’d
figure it out somehow and that she
could lay low with us. I couldn’t believe
how sorry for her I felt.
She attacked the sandwich,
and I tried to joke with her about how
shitty the weed she sold in middle
school was, with all the sticks and
seeds. I asked her if it was drugs in
the trunk, but she seemed offended.
“I don’t sell drugs anymore. I haven’t
even touched a dime bag in like six
months,” she said through her mouth
full of food.
*****
The tank here is a lot
smaller than in Orlando, and right
away Tilikum started killing trainers
faster than they could replace them.
Everyday there were protests outside
the park, but SeaWorld didn’t want
to get rid of him because his sperm
was too valuable. He’d fathered all
the whales born at SeaWorld, and he
made the biggest whales. The Tulsa
park changed their slogan to: “Come
to SeaWorld or Never See an Orca
in Your Life.” They had a point, and
people still came and paid seventy
bucks even though protesters threw
garbage and rocks at them while they
waited in line.
Some guy on the forums said
he had the Gina Hinrich video, and he
was selling the stream for $29.99. He
had it set up right, and I couldn’t find
a way around the paywall without a
password. Me and Brenda talked about

it for an hour, and decided to buy the
stream because we were coming into a
ton of money soon. We promised each
other that no matter what, we’d find a
way to get what was in that trunk.
I made a run to the beer
store, and Brenda made spaghetti
and breadsticks. We left a little in
case Cassie wanted some, but she
barely ever came out of the guest
room. It seemed like all she did was
sleep and smoke cigarettes. I hooked
my laptop up to the fifty-inch and hit
play, and Brenda cut the light. Gina
was standing on the concrete shore
and trying to get a clap going with the
crowd, but they weren’t having it. Tilly
swam around the tank and waved with
one of his huge flippers. He came back
to Gina, and she tossed some fish in
his mouth. “He seems totally with it,”
Brenda said.
She rode around on his back
and they both waved, and the music
picked up and she got off. They both
went under, and he launched her
twenty feet into the air, and she made a
perfect dive back in. But the crowd still
gave them nothing. They just waved
themselves with their orca-shaped
cardboard fans. Tilly shrieked at them.
“He’s getting frustrated!” Brenda said.
He didn’t swim over to pick
her up like he should’ve, and she
started back to the shore to reset.
Tilly’s fin dipped under the surface,
and a second later he had her by the
foot. He dragged her along the edge
of the tank, showing her to the crowd.
She was probably screaming, but
his shrieks drowned them out. “He’s
condemning them!” Brenda said.
“Isn’t this what you wanted? Are you
happy now?”
He took her under for twenty
seconds or so then let her go. Everyone
stood out of their seats to watch, and
people from the back rows ran down
the steps to stand by the glass. Just
before Gina would get to the nearest
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wall, Tilly’d grab her again and take
her back under. He did this over and
over, holding her down a little longer
each time until she drowned.
“I don’t want to die,” she kept
saying when she surfaced. A week after
that was when Tilly plucked that man
and his son out of the stands.
After they captured him from
the sea, they put Tilly in a tiny tank
with two adult females at this park in
Canada called Sealand. The females
bullied him constantly and raked his
skin open with their teeth. He kept
trying to kill himself by ramming
his head into the walls, but the pool
wasn’t long enough for him to build up
enough speed. Brenda taught me that
killer whales are actually dolphins and
not whales. Everyone knows dolphins
are really smart, and orcas are the
smartest kind of dolphin. Brenda says
they are so smart there can be good
ones and bad ones and disturbed but
still basically good ones. We saw this
thing on Discovery Channel where
a group of them chased a mother
blue whale while she gave birth. The
struggle lasted over an hour, and
they eventually killed the whale and
newborn calf. But then they just swam
away without eating any of it. They’d
done it just for the hell of it.
We watched the news after,
and it said another body was found
near the bridge with a plastic foldedover fin stuck in it. Police Chief
Proctor gave a big press conference on
NBC Tulsa announcing that there was
a serial killer on the loose. He was an
old boring man with a grey mustache,
and Brenda called him Dusty Nuts.
For over an hour he talked about all
the details like the SeaWorld tickets
found stuffed down the throats of the
victims. Then the detectives did side
interviews with Ashley Barnhill. They
were loving the attention.
The chief said the victims
were likely abducted while walking
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back to their cars in the SeaWorld
parking lot. The killer’s MO seemed
to be to knock the victim out with a
blunt object, duct tape their mouth
shut with their SeaWorld ticket stuffed
inside, stab them in the back with the
knife-fin, possibly knock them out
again then throw them in the river
to drown. “As we speak, we are doing
everything in our power to find him,”
Proctor said.
“They assume it’s a man!”
Brenda said and faked throwing the
remote at the screen. “Like a woman
isn’t capable of this?” I kept quiet.
“You don’t think I could do this?”
“So it isn’t you? Thank God. I
was worried.”
“Shut up.”
The cops were basically
camped out along the river 24/7,
Oklahoma State Troopers too, and
Cassie was a mess. Getting to the Audi
seemed impossible, and she kept asking
us if we thought they were gonna pull
everything out of the river looking for
bodies and evidence. Brenda told her
that since they already knew the car
was there and why it was there, they
wouldn’t waste their time, but when
we were laying in bed she told me she
was worried about the same thing.
*****
Tulsa World printed the
transcript of a letter from the
supposed killer, and a bunch of handwritten “originals” floated around the
forums. Brenda took a paper from the
neighbor’s yard, and we took turns
reading and rereading the letter and
fighting over it. It said the killings
would continue until all SeaWorld
orcas had been freed. It said we were
all culpable as a society, and Brenda
told me culpable basically meant the
same thing as guilty. No one who paid
to go into SeaWorld could wash their
hands of the deaths. It was signed

“Tilikum.”
Brenda cut it out and hung it
on the fridge. She paced in front of the
TV. “This might be the only way,” she
said. “There’s only so much protesting
you can do before you have to realize
they don’t give a fuck.”
“Do you think Tilikum could
be the killer?” I asked.
She laughed at me then looked
serious again. “Well, do you believe
in ghosts, ghosts of humans? Or that
some humans can be magical?” she
asked as she continued to pace.
“I don’t know. Maybe.”
“Well, orcas are just as
conscious and emotionally-developed
as we are, and I think it’s our
consciousness that makes people
think humans have souls or spirits or
whatever, which I think is what most
people think ghosts are, souls that live
on after the body dies.”
I said that if they were
smarter than us then why weren’t
we performing in cages for their
entertainment. “Because they don’t
have opposable thumbs...maybe the
killer is a person possessed by the
spirit of Tilikum.” She was right.
We couldn’t do anything without our
thumbs. She always had everything
sorted out.
We cuddled on the couch
and watched NBC Tulsa all night for
updates. Cassie sat on the other end
and twirled her hair in her fingers.
That afternoon, Tilikum ate another
trainer, and Ashley Barnhill reported
from SeaWorld showing a new group
of protesters who’d set up shop. They
wanted to see Tilly executed for his
crimes, and they fought the original
protesters who were trying to get
SeaWorld shut down and the orcas
freed. One sign said, “Justice Comes
for Tilikum,” and one lady told Ashley
that if orcas were so smart and aware,
they should be held accountable for
their actions. “That seems fair,” I said,
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but Brenda didn’t react.
Ashley continued: “The two
groups have been constantly trying
to get at each other, and at one point,
perhaps feeling at-risk themselves, the
riot police decided to let them go at
it as a way to release the tension. But
then a man got hit in the temple by a
big rock and has just been pronounced
dead. It’s not clear at this point which
side he was on.”
It took lots of us dying, but
Tulsa had become the center of the
world, and media vans clogged up
traffic.
*****
It was like Tilikum the orca
and Tilikum the serial killer were
trying to outdo each other. Two days
after two more bodies were found
in the river, Tilly slid through the
concrete shore and plucked two little
boys out of the first row. Ticket prices
shot up, and people were coming from
all over the country to see what Tilly
would do next.
We didn’t have a plan, and
we were running out of time. The
internet was saying the Feds were
thinking about coming and taking
control of the whole city, but then I
saw this documentary on Discovery
Channel called Narco Subs about these
smugglers in Colombia who built
these mini-submarines using the frame
of a speedboat and some scrap-metal.
They’d drive them all the way to Texas
right under the Coast Guard’s nose.
We didn’t have the time or
money for that even though I could’ve
probably made one. I found an article
online about some genius kid in
Michigan who built a submarine out
of plastic drainage pipe. There was
no metal or welding involved. I found
instructions on a forum for a sub that
could dive thirty feet and stay under
for hours. We didn’t need all that,

and I figured I could make an easier
version in a few days. All I needed
was the drainage pipe and a little boat
propeller.
I was sitting in bed researching
it when Brenda yelled for me from the
den. She said the Gina Hinrich video
had gone viral, and a full-on riot had
broken out at SeaWorld. She was
DVRing it, and Cassie hugged herself
into a ball and gnawed on her knee.
Ashley Barnhill was outside
the entrance with water up to her
knees, right in the middle of it. A cop
screamed for her to get out of there
because it wasn’t safe and then pulled
out his gun and shot a stingray that
was floating on the surface. Ashley
stayed calm and beautiful as always.
“A loud explosion was heard not
fifteen minutes ago. People are saying
a crazed activist set off dynamite
sticks near the south wall of the orca
tank. Dozens are likely dead from a
combination of drowning, person-onperson violence and Tilikum’s attacks.
I’m hearing reports that even the
belugas have turned violent, targeting
small children.” Another surge of
water burst through the entrance gate,
and she signed off but promised to
give updates when she got to higher
ground.
“We gotta go to the bridge
now,” Cassie said.
“And do what? Get killed? Get
arrested?” Brenda said.
Cassie ignored her and turned
to me. “Can you take me to the river?”
she asked. “If not I’m gonna walk
there.” She tried to get past me, but I
grabbed her wrists. She kneed me in
the nuts and I went down.
“Bitch, I’m gonna fuck you
up!” Brenda said and charged her, and
Cassie made a fist.
“Wait, wait,” I gasped, the
awful pain climbing up to my stomach.
“I know how we can get in the trunk.”
I begged Brenda to go stand on the

other side of the den to cool off while
I recovered. I explained about how I
was going to build a submarine and
that it would be ready in a few days.
Brenda laughed, but it seemed like
Cassie believed in me. She calmed
down and went back to her room, and
Brenda waited up and listened in case
she tried to sneak out in the middle of
the night.
*****
Thousands showed up for a
candlelight vigil outside SeaWorld for
Tilikum and all the fallen animals.
Brenda and I went and we both cried.
Tilly could finally rest in peace. Parts
of ten different people were found
inside his stomach. The autopsy
pictures were online. The Feds seized
all the SeaWorld locations, and
charged the top management with
numerous different crimes. Ashley
Barnhill said they were on the run and
maybe trying to set up another park in
Asia or something.
I found everything I needed
for the sub at Home Depot and got
started right away. Brenda watched
from the window with a smug look on
her face. I didn’t need to worry about
oxygen because I wouldn’t be under
for long. I remember reading online
once that if you get buried alive in a
coffin, there’s enough oxygen in there
to last at least forty-five minutes.
We couldn’t find Cassie the
morning of the day we were gonna
do it. Brenda called her every bad
thing there was, and we headed to
the river right away. Ashley Barnhill
was already there in a tight skirt suit,
and I smiled at her, but it seemed like
she didn’t recognize me. She was very
busy. Her and her crew walked down
to the shore, and we strained to hear
her talking to the camera. “The body
of a young woman was somehow
dumped here right under the noses of
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law enforcement officials who have the
area under heavy surveillance.”
I stared at Brenda. “It’s
probably not her,” she said. “She
probably got arrested or something or
is with some dude.”
“The victim has been identified as
twenty-year-old Cassie Wilkins.”
“Goddamnit,” I said.
“Let’s get the fuck out of
here,” Brenda said and grabbed my
hand. “This is not a human being,”

we’ve always supported him!” I said. I
told her that Cassie was just unlucky
and went down to the river at the
wrong time, a small girl by herself. We
had to go that night. I spray painted
the sub brown like the color of the
river for camouflage. I was gonna get
in that trunk. It wasn’t even about
money anymore.
Brenda crossed her arms and
watched me load the sub into the
truck bed. “C’mon,” I said, and got

before. “Everything’s not gonna
be okay. Forget Tilly. You’re gonna
fucking drown in that thing. I mean,
look at it. What the fuck is this?” She
said and slapped the drainage pipe.
I didn’t see this happening at
all and didn’t know what to say. She
was worried about me. She cared
about me. I told her that if anything
went wrong, I could just slide out. “It
doesn’t look like much, but it’s safe. I
made all the calculations,” I said.

“We couldn’t really get anything better because of the felonies we got for
trying to sell salt and laundry detergent as coke to an undercover cop.”

she kept saying in the truck on the
way home. “It’s a spirit. It’s Tilikum.”
She was terrified, and I said we should
probably tell the cops everything we
knew about Cassie, but she told me
to shut up for a minute. We watched
Ashley on the TV. She said that a sixdigit number had been carved into the
fin on Cassie’s back, likely a license
plate number.
Brenda started shaking and it made
me scared too. “He knows about the
car. He knows we were helping Cassie,
and he’ll punish us for our greed,” she
said. I thought it had to be the license
plate number to a different car, but
maybe it was Cassie’s. What’d she
have to do with anything?
“If it’s Tilikum then he
probably saw us at the vigil. He knows
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in, but the engine wouldn’t turn over
at first. It finally caught, but Brenda
was still standing there holding the
walkie-talkies we were going to use
so she could guide me. “C’mon,” I
said again, but she stepped back and
looked at the sub again in the bed.
“No, I’m not going. This shit
makes no sense,” she said and kept
shaking her head. She’d shut down.
I got out and tried to convince her.
“Everything’s gonna be fine. It sucks
what happened to Cassie, but it wasn’t
Tilly. It was some crazy dude.”
“Because that’s so much
goddamn better!”
“Are you crying?” I said and
laughed.
“Fuck you,” she whimpered. I’d never
seen her even come close to crying

“Calculations?
What
calculations?”
“You know. Calculations,
water pressure and depth and all
that,” I said and tried to hug her, but
she pushed me away. Her tears were
gone.
“No!” She said. “You’re an
awful mechanic. You can’t even get a
car to run. If you go in the water in
that goddamn coffin, you’re gonna
die.” She said she didn’t care, she’d get
a job at some restaurant. We’d figure it
out.
“I can do it!” I said, but she
didn’t come back at me. She just kept
shaking her head. I hated to see her
worried, so I agreed to drop it, but I
could’ve done it though. We hugged
and went inside and watched Blackfish.
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Brenda paused it in the middle and
told me to close my eyes.
“Tilikum, if you can hear
me, please listen. I hope your soul has
finally found peace in death. Please
notice that we’re watching Blackfish
in your honor. It’s our favorite movie.
Forgive us for our greed. We aren’t
going after whatever is in the trunk
of that cursed car anymore. Forgive
me for going to SeaWorld when I was
three. It wasn’t my choice, and I didn’t
understand what was going on. We
went to the candlelight vigil held in
your honor and lit many candles.”
*****
The killer must’ve got
frustrated with how slow the police
were because he sent another letter to
Tulsa World saying that the cryptic clue
was the license plate number of a car
at the bottom of the river. He said that
Cassie was by no means an innocent
victim and what was in the trunk of
her car would prove it. Ashley Barnhill
was live in-studio breaking it down.
“Whoa,” I said.
“We’re dead,” Brenda said
and started flipping through the
channels.
“What the hell? Go back! This
is crazy. Cassie had something to do
with SeaWorld maybe!”
“Exactly, and we fucking
helped her.”
“We didn’t know!”
We argued and she said she’d
accepted her fate and just wanted to be
comforted in her last days. She hadn’t
left the house since Cassie’s body was
found. She made a pouty face and said
please, something she never did. She
put it on Cartoon Network, and we
spooned on the couch. It felt like it had
before Tilikum came to Tulsa.
I thought about him and
everything that had happened since
he first came. It had only been a year,

and I remembered this saying that
goes something like, Some fires burn so
hot they go out faster than most fires. That
was Tilikum, a beast so majestic he
couldn’t be tamed. I thought that
they were probably still talking about
him on the news. How was Cassie
connected? Maybe Tilly was moving
on to punishing criminals in general,
drug dealers and such. Ashley would
figure it out.
I slid the remote out of
Brenda’s hand and said I was sorry but
I had to know what was going on. She
got mad and went to the bedroom. On
NBC Tulsa, Chief Proctor was talking
in front of a podium. It was another
press conference, and he announced
that they would pull the Audi out of
the river and open the trunk on live
TV the next day. It would be an Ashley
Barnhill exclusive. I got so excited. I
had to know what was in that trunk
even if Tilly killed us in the end.
I slept in until noon the next
morning so it would come faster.
Ashley was wearing a red dress and
had gotten little blonde streaks in
her hair. She guessed that over five
hundred people were there to see the
big reveal. Brenda couldn’t stay away
and came out of the bedroom and sat
next to me.
A diver went down with a big
hook.
The tow truck took forever
dragging it out.
Chief Proctor tried to pry
open the trunk with a crowbar, but he
was too weak.
A younger cop did it easily.
“It appears to be some sort
of safe,” Ashley said, leaning over
the trunk. “It’s cold. Chief Proctor
is saying the outside is freezing cold.
This is very strange,” she said and put
the mic in front of the chief.
“It’s not like anything I’ve ever
seen,” he said.
“It’s like some kind of

refrigerator safe,” Ashley said.
“There’s a handle. They’ve found
the handle. It’s not locked. It’s open.
They’ve opened it. It’s open now.”
Proctor lifted something in both hands
like a trophy. It was like a tube, long
and white. “It...it appears to be…”
Ashley let the mic fall to her side, and
she talked with the cops in a circle for
a few minutes.
“After reading this scientific
label, it appears to be orca sperm.
Just unbelievable.” She took it from
the chief and brought it up close to
the camera lens. “Almost certainly
Tilikum’s sperm.” Tilly’s sperm!
SeaWorld hadn’t stopped their
breeding program. Cassie had been a
cum smuggler.
Brenda mouthed what the fuck
to me. “It’s Tilly’s cum. Tilly’s-cum…
Tilikum,” I said, but she didn’t laugh.
*****
It was too cold to get out of
bed when Brenda took the F-150
downtown at five a.m. for her new
job, and I made sure to be under the
engine of one of the cars when she
got home at four. She slammed the
truck door, and I knew an ear-beating
was coming. It was part of our deal.
She’d work if she could vent about it
as much as she wanted, and I had to
pay attention and be understanding. I
slid out from under the Mustang, and
she said, “Feel my pants,” and I got
up and felt her pant leg. It was wet.
“Totally fucking soaked,” she said. She
was bussing tables and washing dishes
at the Omni Hotel buffet. She hated
her boss and all of her co-workers and
told me everyday how much they all
sucked.
She went to take a shower,
and I started the chili. Cooking was
my job, and I was getting better at it.
We had Blackfish playing on a nonstop
loop in Tilly’s honor, and it had just
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started over again. It opens with creepy
music and slow motion video of killer
whale performances. Then you hear
the audios from different 911 calls.
The callers are SeaWorld employees
who need help getting a body out of
the water, and their voices are calm.
I was sick of watching and
hearing Blackfish, but Brenda would’ve
freaked out if I turned it off. She was
sure the spirit of Tilikum the dead
orca was behind all the killings. Part of
me didn’t care if he was anymore, and
I was ready for him to get it over with
if he wanted us. I was scared too, but I
was sick of being scared all the time.
SeaWorld was done, and the rest of
the killer whales had been released
into the ocean. There was controversy
over whether or not they could survive
in the wild, but the SeaWorld officials
said that they were so smart they could
figure it out. The forums were saying
that Discovery Channel was filming a
show where they followed them.
The cops cleared off the shore
because there hadn’t been any bodies
there in a while, but Tilikum the
killer hadn’t stuck to his word about
stopping after the orcas were released.
The killings were happening more
often, only not at the lake. Bodies
were found all over Tulsa, and the
victims seemed totally random. He
was getting more savage too, chopping
up the bodies and leaving limbs and
heads on downtown sidewalks and gas
stations in the suburbs. I thought it
might be a copycat killer because the
styles were different. I knew from all
the Investigation Discovery shows that
killers usually stick to an MO. I was
scared to think it though in case Tilly
could hear me.
At first I could barely hear the
cries at night. I could tell myself that it
was the wind, but every night they got
louder and shriller like he was mad at
me for ignoring him. It was the same
cry I heard that day we found the body.
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It was Tilikum. Everything had always
been Tilikum, and more and more it
felt like he was calling for me. “I’m so
sorry,” I whispered, and I wondered if
he had called Cassie to the river that
night. His heartbreak and rage was
more than he could handle. Brenda
kept asleep through it all. She could
sleep through most anything.
But one night it got so loud it
made her stir. Tilly wanted me, and I
had to go see him. My body got out
of bed and put on jeans and a hoodie.
I slipped out the open bedroom door,
and took the keys to the F-150. I stood
there on the cold night tile, and Tilly
squealed so loud I covered my ears.
I heard Brenda moving. I went out
through the front door, and she was
standing in the doorway when I drove
off.
His screams stung more the
closer I got to the river, but he was
quiet when I parked on the bank. I was
where we were that day we found the
body, and I said, “I’m here, Tilly,” out
loud. I got out of the truck and said
it again and walked slow towards the
shore, and right away I saw someone
standing at the water’s edge. It was a
man with long hair holding a machete.
He was twenty feet away and stayed
where he was. I held out my arms and
said, “I’m here, Tilly,” again. Behind
the man, there was a wake in the water
and a folded-over fin in the moonlight.
The man started at me, and I said, “Go
ahead, Tilly. If it will ease your pain,
go ahead, but know that I love you.”
Tilly cried out, and the figure stopped
and cocked his head at me and started
walking again. “Causing others pain
will never heal you. Wouldn’t you feel
better by now if it could?” The man
stopped again, standing clear in the
moonlight. His eyes were rolled back,
and his body was covered in huge
bloody gashes. I could see through the
holes in his chest, and he was only held
together by a few flaps of skin.

He took another step.
“Millions of people love you,
Tilikum,” I said. “I just wish you could
feel that.” He squealed again, and
the corpse fell on the ground. There
were waves, and Tilly slid up on the
shore. I tensed up and closed my eyes.
He could’ve taken me right then but
he didn’t, and I felt his mammal heat
coming off him. I opened my eyes, and
he was smiling at me like killer whales
can. His teeth were worn down to the
nub from grinding them together. All
the SeaWorld orcas did this out of
stress.
Water spouted out of his
blowhole and rained on me, and I
reached out my shaking hand and
touched his oily snout, and he cooed.
“Oh, sweet boy.” I ran my fingers over
the scars where other orcas had raked
their teeth. Only half of his massive
body hung out of the river, and I
rubbed him down for I don’t know
how long.
I heard something coming
down the path fast from the road
but couldn’t turn away. There was
Brenda’s voice. She was pissed at me,
cussing, until she saw us and stopped.
“Tilly?” she whispered and I nodded.
He was glistening so bright. I stood up,
and Brenda backed up. “Tilly? No!”
she screamed.
“No, it’s okay. I’m me. This is
Tilikum.” I petted him again, and he
cooed. “He’s okay now. He can finally
feel our love!”
Brenda’s eyes were huge.
She’d spotted the corpse. “Who the
fuck is that?”
“Him? Don’t worry. Tilly
killed him at some point and was
possessing him but not anymore.” I
walked to her slow, and she let me take
her hand. I set it on his snout, and he
cooed more and wiggled his flippers.
Brenda choked up with
emotion. “I’m so sorry for everything.”
We rubbed his body and
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whispered the nicest things we could
think of into his earholes. Tears rolled
down from his black eyes, and I just
had to sit on him. I got on his back
as gently as I could, and he didn’t
freak out. Brenda sat behind me and
wrapped her arms around my waist.
His body was steady as land, and he
gently turned into the water. He swam
slow at first, taking us under the bridge
then circling back.
He sped up and we felt his
strength, and Brenda gripped me tight.
He was free for the first time since he
was with his mother in Iceland. He
stopped swimming all of a sudden and
moaned and wiggled his body. “He
wants us off,” Brenda said, and we slid
into the freezing water. He took off and
his wake washed over us. We didn’t see
him, and then he shot out of the water
and did the greatest belly flop on the
dirty river. He let out one last cry and
went back under and never did come
back up, and I tried not to let Brenda
see me shivering.
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No go dito gnente – I didn’t
say nothin’
Jason Francis Mc Gimsey

T

he Professor

Once over Xiogatołi Bridge, it wasn’t much
further to the Professor’s house. That morning scattered a light autumn sprinkle that made the stone
stairs cry. Not a soul was out. He had called me at
seven to come earlier than usual. His back and forth
to the hospital had broken his routine.
I twisted through the narrow alleyways behind Campo San Cassian, zigzagging between the
high brick walls up to the main gate. After ringing,
I looked up at the fourth floor windows, imagining
the old man’s little shuffle to the intercom. A morning like many past, I felt the almost oneiric calm before the storm of intense but passionate work. The
grey sky started sending down substantial drops,
but rather reluctantly.
The clang of the gate broke the eel of si-
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lence. I pushed hard against the heavy planks and
advanced like a knave in the land of giants. The
courtyard was empty except two trees that lost the
last leaves of the season when autumn orange ceded its place to the darkening of winter. The old
1500s palace presided over the scene, sober and
stripped of ornaments. Only an aged marble statue, an angel, guarded over the metal doors. When
they opened, the low growl of a wharf rat from the
industrial sewers of Marghera escaped from the
hinges.
I stopped a second to shed the droplets accumulated on my shoulders and fedora. Wiping my
feet on the mat, a strange tin-tin coming from above
caught my ears. I froze. The acute notes of a piano
fell from the stairs, one by one, echoing as if they
were crystal spheres bouncing against the marble
pavement. The Professor often listened to music,
but usually during his afternoon rest. He said that
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Bach helped him to think, Mahler
helped him write and Handel to
digest.
When I started up the first
flight, the music seemed oddly loud.
I now heard the bass tremble with the
regular intervals of my steps. They
were cadenced, distant, like a kind
of procession. After turning on the
first landing, I recognized the piece:
Chopin’s Sonata No. 2. My heart
dropped in my chest and stopped
beating: the funeral march. Suddenly

in a sullen rainbow of blue and green.
My breath shortened—my hard head
imagined what my weak heart denied.
I’d only seen her a couple of times
but I knew she was the only family he
had left. At the end of the chorus, the
air filled with a crescendo of music
avalanching down.
I didn’t know whether to wait until
the end of the song or not. I didn’t
want to intrude at such an intimate
time, even if I had been his assistant
for ten years and I knew every detail

two or three times a week for sessions
of three, four, sometimes five hours,
accompanying him every now and
then to engagements abroad—I’d
spent so much time with the Professor
that he was like my old lost and found
grandfather.
The Sonata kept on and
I couldn’t pretend much longer.
The apartment door was ajar and I
couldn’t stand there with my finger up
my ass. With the bit of peace between
the chorus and the last verse, I built

it was cold—the smooth floors and
grey stone walls suggested the air of
a church. When he’d called me at
dawn, I knew it wouldn’t have been
a normal workday, but I’d convinced
myself to go to him as if nothing were
wrong. Hope is always the last to die.
Pushing hard on the third
and last door that separated the top
floor from the rest of the palace,
I came up under the Professor’s
apartment. There, over my head,
the great stained glass window from
Murano looked at me severely: the
grey light of the Venetian morning
filtered in and the rays were colored

of his life. At eighty, he didn’t have
the slightest desire to learn how to
use a computer – “the machine” he
called it – to answer the emails that
arrived incessantly. A noted professor,
he got tons of invitations from all
over the world to speak at various
conferences and conventions, but his
personal correspondence with friends
and family was always mixed in: a
dentist appointment, a letter from a
friend in Brazil recounting Carnival,
two lines from his daughter asking
for money (like always), a woman
inviting him to dinner... Basically, I
knew everything. Working together—

up my courage: I started up the last
twelve stairs.
At the door, I knocked lightly
before crossing the threshold.
“With your permission...”

“His success hadn’t
changed his poor
country bumpkin tastes
at all.”
*****

I found the Professor in the
middle of the salon, his hands behind
his back and his gaze lost in a tall
Rothko. His face, usually shining with
energy and joy, was marked today by
the clear signs of a sleepless night.
Deep wrinkles cut his forehead and
two black wells dug an abyss under
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his eyes. His skin colorless. He hadn’t
noticed me, so I cleared my throat
and greeted him.
“Ciao, vecio.”
He turned toward me, slow.
“Ciao, ciao...” he replied
under his breath without adding
more. Only the deafening silence of
Chopin’s piano floated in the air like
a ghost. Hat in hand, I took a halfstep forward.
“Listen, if you prefer, I can
come back in a bit...” I said timidly.
He raised his hand signaling
me to be quiet.
“Wait, it’s almost over.”
The first low November light
trespassed the large window and
made the salon look like a kind of
Franciscan convent. While he turned
to the window overlooking a sea of
red roof tiles, I retraced my steps and
took off my coat. I quietly hung it
on the hook with my hat on the wall
near the door. All the other walls were
covered in books: old books, new
books, novels and poetry, classics and
unknowns; books in English, French,
German, Russian and Italian. From
comics to encyclopedias, from
1970s newspapers to the latest issue
of Il Manifesto—the whole house
was a library of half a century of
accumulated study.
The full fury of Chopin’s last
verse couldn’t break the void I felt in
that room. The high notes tried to
reach paradise step by step but every
time they fell, pulled to earth by the
march’s leaded beat. The mud of
death is thick and bitter. After its last
attempt to touch the sky, Sonata No.
2 renounced and, with the piano’s last
breath, took its final steps to the grave
and silence.
The
Professor
stood
there, still, with the grimace of
Michelangelo’s sculpture of Moses.
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Outside it poured, inside the house
was a catacomb.
The vinyl stopped spinning
with a click. A just like that, from the
other side of the room, under the first
light of that November morning, the
Professor began to remember out
loud.
*****
“They had said for days that
the Americans’ bombs would soon
drop. The other cities in the north
had already known them. Rumor had
it that they’d come to Venice to strike
the port and the factories. That’s why
Mamma had moved us to Nonna’s
house in Padua—the grown-ups
didn’t think that Padua was important
enough to hit. I, at ten years of age,
didn’t think about it at all. For me, it
was Christmas break!”
I had no fucking clue what he
was talking about, but he had dived
into his memories so I just let him
continue.
“We were at home alone
that morning. Mamma and Nona
were out, probably looking for food.
We were hungry in those days: four
years of war are a lot, and winter on
the plains doesn’t leave much to its
inhabitants.
“Papa was never home. The
factory had fired him back in ’39 for
his political activity and he hadn’t
slept at home for more than two years
because of the fascists.”
Lingering with the disgust of
that word in his mouth, he opened
a little wooden box that rested on
the shelf under the window and
extracted a long cigarette and an old
silver lighter. It’d been years since I’d
seen him smoke, even if his chronic
cough betrayed his fifty years as
an avid smoker. He lit it and, with

the bittersweet perfume spreading
throughout the room, continued:
“So we were always alone,
me and her. She was only five years
older than me but, other than being
my sister, she also mothered me. She
woke me in the morning, helped me
dress, took me to school; all just like a
mother. It was strange: in war people
live normally, or at least as normally
as possible—only that there wasn’t
a goddamn normal thing about it!
People worked when they could, went
to church on Sunday and drank white
wine in the square, even if the wine
was cut with water. In Padua, we
played ball in Capitaniato Square,
right there behind the university.
We lived like always, only that life
was pervaded by a perverse anxiety,
a sensation that just beneath the
surface, a sea of violence and death
awaited the smallest excuse to rise
up and wash everything away. That’s
what war is.
“In fact, much later, I’d
read that at that time—this was the
winter of ’43—the Italian fascists had
already surrendered. Il Duce tried
to shuffle together a government
but it was the Germans who pulled
the strings. The Allies, instead, still
didn’t want cross the Gothic Line and
get them off the peninsula... those
bastards didn’t trust the Partisans
because they were too communist.
Here in Veneto, the Partisans—my
father included—kicked the Krauts’
ass up in the mountains, but the
plains cities were too difficult to hold.
So they made incursions and did
clandestine actions at night, hiding in
the hills during the day.”
It was deeply fascinating
when the Professor talked about
the past, and even more so when he
talked about the war—something
he did as often as a Pope dies. There
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are not enough books in the world
to teach you as much as a chat with
an old geezer, especially a geezer like
him. That said, where the fuck he was
going with this, I had no clue. Maybe
he saw the confusion in my eyes, so he
got back on track.
“As I was saying, that
morning I had stayed home to read
my comics in the kitchen. Ana had

“Good thing she’s at a conference in
Zurich today.”
A woman thirty years
younger than him, his partner Heidi
kept him close... and others far. She’d
built her entire career translating him
into German and didn’t want to lose
her role as dame-of-all-trades. That’s
why she always saw me as a threat
and didn’t want me all up in her shit,

the same time to sound in the lunch
shift for the workers. Not until I saw
Ana’s expression did I understand
that something was wrong. Not even
dead could I have imagined what was
about to rain down on us.
“Without a word, she set
the last pan down and went to the
door that led out into the yard. After
opening it, she just stood there—half

fried the leftover polenta for lunch.
She was busy washing the dishes
when the sirens first sounded.”
There was a long pause. The
Professor was still standing in front of
the window, immobile. Abruptly, he
noticed the ash leaning off his smoke
that risked falling from one moment
to the next. The force of gravity tore
him from his memories.
“Want a drop?” he asked,
walking toward the kitchen, his hand
cupped under the cigarette as an
improvised ashtray.
“If Heidi catches us with
wine at this hour, she’ll kill us; first
me, then you...” I said on my way to
the big wooden table.
“Ha! I couldn’t even breathe
if it were up to her,” he said, taking
a pitcher of white from the fridge
and two glasses out of the cupboard.

especially in delicate moments like
this. After a moment and a huff, he
looked at me with seriousness again.
“Me, now that I’ve rung in
over eight years, what do you want
me to do, change girlfriends? Not
easy when things aren’t working very
well down there...”
Sitting down, he slid the stack
of newspapers to one side and filled
the two glasses with the shit wine. He
liked low market whites, bought in
bulk, ten liters at a time. His success
hadn’t changed his poor country
bumpkin tastes at all.
After having emptied the
first glass, he poured himself another.
I slowly sipped the cold acid and
listened.
“At first, I didn’t understand
that it was the air raid sirens. The
factory sirens always rang at around

inside, half out—her ears tended.
“‘What are you doing? It’s
cold Ana,’ I said. All that December
air was rushing in and like hell did we
have much wood at the time. War is
always as cold as an executioner.”
“Shut
up,
Checo!”—I
dropped like a rock. She never spoke
to me like that. Still sitting at the
table, I started to cry. But you’ve got
to understand: my father was never
home, mamma was always out;
without Ana I would have been as
alone as a stray. But just then—she on
the threshold, me with tears welling
—we heard it.”
“A deep, distant growl. There
was something mechanical about that
animal but I’d never heard a truck so
low; not even the military convoys
that now passed through the center
all the time made so much racket.

“Nothing like a little
northern slang to get rid
of a Sicilian.”
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You could feel this growl like waves
in the air, like a devil in the earth’s
belly.”
“I looked up and asked my
sister, ‘Ana, what is that?’ She, again
and with great worry, only said: Shhh!
“I didn’t understand. I gazed
at her and, for the first time in my
life, I saw fear. Her eyes seemed
to be enormous white disks. Her
face, usually round and cheerful,
was marked by lines of anguish
that crossed it like steel cords. I was
paralyzed.
“She waited there listening
for another minute. I still didn’t
understand anything. After a moment
that seemed like a lifetime, she said
to me, calm but firm: Checo, put down
your book and get your jacket.
But why? I said whimpering.
Move it, it’s not the time for
discussion.
But Ana...
Now! she cried.
“The force of her voice
pushed me down from the chair and I
ran to the next room to get my jacket
from the hanger. While I was trying
to button it hurriedly, the growl, first
only a sound pulsating in the air, now
made everything tremble. The worn
windows rattled hard and our little
radio bounded on the stand beside
the couch. I cried. But it was only
after that that it started... it really
started.”
The telephone rang. With a
long sigh, the Professor glanced up
at the clock hanging over the door. It
was already past eight.
“Excuse me, I have to take
this.” He threw back his glass and at
the third ring was standing.
I scooted the stack of
papers closer. Il Corriere, Le Monde, Il
Manifesto, The Guardian, Der Spiegel.
The newspaper stand in Corte dei
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Miracołi prepared this informative
bundle for him every morning. Even
if my French sucked ass, I always
liked leafing through the transalpine
reviews because there was no way in
hell I could afford to spend two euros
sixty every damn day.
“Hello,” he said from the
other room. He didn’t hear very well
so he yelled into the handset. “Hello!”
I looked disinterestedly at
an article about Gallimard’s most
recent publication—an anthology
of Ghérasim Luca’s poetry—but I
actually wanted to know who had
called at this hour.
“Who is it?!” Evidently, he
wanted to know as well. “Who?”
Evidently, he hadn’t put in his
hearing aid either. But after a second,
his face relaxed, more or less: “Ah,
ciao Mario.”
Here we go. Mario from
Palermo: a young comrade doing
a post-doc in philosophy in Paris
who organized conferences with
the pretext of fermenting a new
movement in the City of Light. I
say “comrade” but this kid got on
my nerves—and not only on mine.
He was involved in “grassroots
politics” only because it helped his
academic career. Years ago, he was
the spokesperson for the Young
Communists of Sicily, but after the
party and its leader Bertinotti fell
apart, he went to the Disobedient
movement to only later pass over into
the student bloc when the first split,
and so on... Born with a silver spoon,
for me he was simply a first class
opportunist and a piece of shit social
climber.
The sad truth is that there
were a ton of “comrades” just like
him—people who tried to be, not
on the right side, but on the winning
side. Megalomaniac parasites that

wanted to take everything but give
nothing. Guys who would sell even
their mother’s ass to spout hot air at
a conference or publish incoherent
essays on the coolest new website.
With everything the Professor had
lived through during the Years
of Lead, it surprised me he still
maintained relations with bums like
Mario. Maybe at his age he no longer
saw very well, maybe he didn’t give a
damn. Or maybe he understood that
politics are bullshit and you’ve just
got to go in with your nose plugged.
He was still going, pacing
back and forth in the salon enough
to wear a hole into the floor until he
finally broke his balls.
“Alright, listen: I’m with
someone now and I have to go. Write
me an email and I’ll get back to you
in the next few days.”
“Alright,” he insisted.
But the guy kept on and
wouldn’t let up.
“Aaalright...” He looked
at me and rolled his eyes. Yeah,
obviously, because I’d have to reply
to him later...
Distancing the phone from
his ear to get a good look at the
buttons, Mario’s voice continued to
scratch at the speaker like a chicken’s
foot.
“Right, right. Gotta go:
sunlight’s a-burnin’. Be waitin’ for
your mail. Ciao.” The Prof hit the red
button. Nothing like a little northern
slang to get rid of a Sicilian.
Having hung up, he returned
to the kitchen grumbling. He filled
his glass and sat down again.
“Listen: I’m old and I don’t
give a damn: write this guy later and
tell him I don’t have time, will you?”
I wanted to tell him it was
useless to refuse Marco’s proposal:
Heidi, a long time ago, had decided

Non go dito gnente (I didn’t say nothin’) - Jason Francis Mc Gimsey
that a Parmitano was the perfect
partner (rich, blue-blooded and up
to his elbows in all the right circles)
for the Professor’s 25-year-old
daughter. Heidi would have bent
over backwards to get him to make
a name for this guy, just like she
herself had done with him—whether
he agreed or not. And how could
he have resisted? A single strand of
pussy hair pulls more than a team of
bulls. I wanted to tell him all this crap
but I care about him too much. Or,
like usual, I lacked the courage. Or
maybe it was useless. I don’t know.
So, I didn’t say nothin’.
Again settled, the Prof was
lost in thought. His hands, wrinkled
and stained like two prunes, spun
the glass on the table. Again silent, I
felt like the third wheel between him
and his memories. So I asked: “So,
there, in Padua, at the end, what
happened?”
It was enough to pull him
from his silence.
“Actually, I remember little
of that moment. I only have flashes,
fragments of images and sensations.
The broken lamp, pieces of plaster
crumbling like cookies; I coughed
fire and cried rivers of mud from
all the dust. Jacket in hand, I ran
back toward the kitchen but the big
painting of Saint Francis hung above
the door smashed down right in front
of me,” he said slapping his hand on
the table, “Bam! Just think: another
two steps and I might not be here
now to tell this story.”
At this point, the Professor
got excited. Just like he did when he
spoke to a crowd of comrades before
a large national demonstration, he
came alive with exaggerated gestures
and fiery eyes.
“‘Run Checo, run!’ cried
Ana from the other side of the

kitchen. She waited by the door, arms
out, gaze hardened.”
“When I got back, I was
scared to death. I didn’t understand
all that ruckus around me. I was little,
you know? Instead, she understood
perfectly and, like always, she also
knew what she had to do.
“‘Checo, my dear, give me
your hand,’ she said to me sweetly.
There was no longer any trace of
panic or urgency in her voice: the
whole world was literally crumbling
to pieces around us, but she was
there. The air reeked of acid metal
and burning diesel. The deafening
sound of plane engines dripping fatal
whistles filled the sky. The earth shook
under the cruel steps of the monster
that is war. But she was there. A
thousand people lost their lives that
day, after seven hundred years the
Eremitani Church was destroyed
in an instant; if this whole disaster
took only half a day, in just one city,
imagine how much shit happened in
five years... Everywhere there was
fire, pain, hunger, death. Everywhere
people lost fathers, mothers, children,
brothers and sisters. It’s enough to
experience half a minute of war to
understand how evil it is. I could
have died that day. Maybe I should
have died that day. But that woman’s
strength of life, the strength of her
love, saved me. Alone in that kitchen,
I felt a tenderness in her voice of
a limitless love, an endless love, a
boundless love. She was there and the
war had not yet won.”
A single tear drew past his
cheek marked by age and the fatigue
of the longest night of his life. So,
he grabbed his glass and, closing
his eyes, threw it back in one swift
gesture.
My thoughts floated far from
there. I strained to remember her.

I had few memories of them, her
and the Professor, together: like that
one time we were at a conference in
Rome and the Professor’s expression
of pure joy when she surprised
him at the end of his speech and
his eyes beaming from the stage; or
that summer they spent a couple
of quiet days vacationing together
on the beaches of Lido (she) eating
fish and he Venetian liver (he hated
fish), with half pitchers of wine as
the only measure of time passing.
Or like that goodbye in Milan’s train
station, where the comings and the
goings of tourists, commuters and
baggage trains swirled about them,
when everything seemed like a blurry
photo of modernity that didn’t mean
a thing, a world that didn’t exist to
them, there under the giant clock
locked in fraternal embrace. Or like
those last days at Giovanni and Paolo
Hospital and he holding her hand,
their gazes turned outwards through
the window to the Northern Lagoon,
Saint Michael’s Cemetery waiting for
her just beyond.
A strong woman who always
brought him books and sweets in
prison in the seventies, who cared
for him and many others with love
and resolve. She was the kind of
person you hope to have as a mother,
daughter, sister or lover—like only
women know how to be. No, I didn’t
know her very well, but I felt—we all
felt—that man wouldn’t have existed
without her.
“When I managed to grab
her hand, I heard the last whistle
descend slowly from afar, like the
breath of death coming to take us
away.” The Professor’s hand floated
down with his words, his finger
pointed like a sword, punching a hole
through the table, slow but hard.
“Just like that, my body left
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that house forever, transported
through the air by the force of her
arm until planting face down in the
garden’s cold December mud. When
the bomb hit the house and all the
stone walls, the old oak beams, all
the thin glass windows shattered,
I felt her warm body throw itself
upon me, covering my life, creating
an impenetrable barrier between me
and death.”
He stopped there. Outside
the rain ceded the sky to the first soft
sunbeams. He was looking in my
direction but he wasn’t looking at me.
But I don’t think he wasn’t looking at
the kitchen wall behind me or even
the stretch of lagoon beyond either.
He looked across his eighty years to
the memory of that small girl who,
in the hard winter of 1943, saved his
life.
“Ever since that morning, for
every single day of my life, I’ve always
felt her warm body against mine, her
long hair caressing my cheek, her
strong arms protecting me.”
“Until this morning. And
now, I don’t feel her anymore. Now I
feel exposed. Today, for the first time
in eighty years, I am alone.”
*****
Now, many years later, I
could end this story here. You got it:
his sister, the last person dear to him
remaining in the world had departed
and he, at eighty, was alone like
never before. He, with his vampire
partner, surrounded by all kinds of
wretched parasites, no longer had
anywhere to lean on. It was all over:
the glasses were empty, the smokes
snuffed out, the words said. Nothing
but the silence full of his memories
remained. He spun the glass one, two,
three times, observing the morning
light refract into a little rainbow on
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the wooden table. At that moment,
I wanted to say something to him,
anything, but nothing came. Nothing
at all.
Yes, I spent many years
with the Professor. He taught me
a thousand things. I traveled half
the world over in his company,
from conferences in the most
beautiful palaces of Old Europe to
semi-clandestine meetings in the
underground abandoned factories of
the outskirts of the industrial empire
of the North. I read books upon books
upon books, wrote half a million
words in four languages, studied
ancient concepts and examined the
most contemporary ideas of our
times. I chatted with ministers and
political prisoners, I played scopone
sientifico with exiles in Rio’s favelas. Re
beło, sète beło, scopa! I did that all and
more thanks to him.
But on that sad November
morning, when nothing was left,
when hope was extinguished in a
white room, the lagoon waters as flat
as a mirror from the Fondamenta to
Saint Nicholas and beyond; no, that
morning I saw in the purest form
what it really means to be a man
and what it really means to live with
dignity.
After a last, long breath, the
Professor carefully set his glass down
in the middle of the table and sat up
straight.
“But you know what? I’ve
always thought that death doesn’t
exist.”
I was floored. With death all
around—his memories, the war, his
sister—and he tells me death doesn’t
exist? He’d either lost it, or I didn’t
understand a damn thing. Like usual,
it was the latter.
“If you think about it, when
we are here, death isn’t, and when
death comes, we have ceased to be.

So I think the only way to face death
is to grab time by the balls and hold
on with all our might. We don’t exist
in time, time exists in us. It is the
intensity of life that keeps death at
bay. To manage to overcome death
in life, that’s what we have to do.”
His speech finished and, his
hands pushing against the massive
wooden table, he stood up.
“Alright,” he cut dry. He
stared straight into my eyes and said
clearly: “let’s get to work.”

What’s In A Name?
Charles Rammelkamp

M

orna said, “Do you think he recognized
me? Could you tell?”
I’d barely noticed the guy when he sailed past
on his bike—a Day-Glo blue helmet, dark glasses. Who
could tell what he saw? Besides, we were still in Morna’s car at the time, just pulled up to a meter.
**********
“We had a very brief affair,” Morna explained.
“We were both on a panel judging a poetry contest. My
marriage was at a low point then, and there was a lot
of alcohol involved. But I knew it wasn’t going anywhere. I didn’t really like him, to tell you the truth. He
was a snob, so superior.
We were having a pizza after a political rally.
Another anti-Trump event. These meetings get to be
tiring after a while, the need to sustain my outrage, but
Morna and I hadn’t seen each other for a while, so it
was an excuse to get together for lunch.

husband. The twins are from my first marriage.”
“That’s right, Ted. How are the twins?”
**********
“You really don’t think he saw me? Recognized
me? I didn’t know he rode a bike. Well, it figures.”
“How do you mean?”
“He was always worried about his carbon footprint. Don’t get me wrong. I think that’s legitimate. It’s
just that he’s, I don’t know. Wow, I hadn’t seen him in
ten, fifteen years.”
“I really couldn’t tell if he saw us or not, Morna. What’s his name, anyway?”
“You know, I’ve actually forgotten! It might
have been Ted, to tell you the truth. Or maybe Fred.”
I wondered how many affairs Morna’d had.
She was forever complaining about Bob. She used to
drink quite a lot, too.

**********
“He was married, too. I wonder if he still is.
I don’t see how anybody could live with him, but Bob
and I are still together, so who knows? How’s it with
you and Fred?”
“Ted. We’re still married. Everything’s fine,
actually. It’s been nineteen years. Wow. He’s my second
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Chapter 12: Shaking
Leanne Grabel

Shaking is a result of an active fight or flight
system —an evolutionary tool that’s meant to keep
you safe
in times of danger.
During intense anxiety,
your body is flooded with adrenaline/
epinephrine.
Adrenaline is pure energy, and
your body shakes as a result.
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-calmclinic.com

“I wonder when this is going to go away.” I said this to Phil. We were lying on his bed in
Ecology House. We were just starting to make out. It was two weeks after Baja. School had
started again and everyone was back. Phil and I had just started dating before spring break.
This was our first date since spring break. Phil had just begun to kiss me. My entire body
began to tremble. My teeth began to chatter. Then my legs started flapping together like
the hide wings of a bellows.
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Phil, by the way, was the son of two Vermont psychologists. Phil had lime-green eyes that
were darkly ringed with judgment.
“Jesus!” Phil spat. “What’s wrong with you? Stop shaking!”
“Well...something really weird happened to me during spring break.” I began. “We were
about an hour out of Tijuana when...”
I told Phil a two-minute version of the Baja story. The two-minute version had become the
official version. I told the story the same way every time. I made the same stupid jokes.
“I started shaking like this when it happened. Weird.”
I put all my energy into willing my legs to stop shaking. I gritted. Clenched. Girded. But my
legs just kept flapping together. They sounded exactly like applause.
Phil looked disgusted. He jumped off the bed and stared at me as if I were a plumbing leak.
“You need professional help.” Phil backed away and started buttoning up his cardigan.
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Phil left. Probably forever. I was glad. I had already decided to stop seeing Phil even
before he left. In fact, Phil was at the top of the list of people who didn’t act right when
I told them what happened to me in Baja. Phil was at the top of the list of people who
didn’t help at all.
I mean I didn’t know how I wanted people to act. But it definitely wasn’t like Phil.
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Chapter 13: Details
Leanne Grabel

My religion consists of
a humble admiration of
the unlimitable superior
who reveals himself
in the slight details....
-Albert Einstein
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I got raped over forty years ago. It was so long ago, people who weren’t even born then are already dead. Richard Nixon was president. The Vietnam War was breaking our hearts onscreen
in real time. This was new for war. There was hot animosity between decades. And races. And
sexes. And philosophies.
Sometimes it seemed like everything was changing. But it didn’t change. Except for women.
There was progress for women. Otherwise, it may have just been a style statement. College
amusement.
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Gas cost thirty-five cents per gallon in 1972. Stamps cost eight cents. Minimum wage
was $1.45. Median household income was $9,012.38. Popcorn at the movies cost less
than an arm and a leg. Technology was just the crowning womb of young minds. Prozac
and the first cell phones came on the market. Pong came out. Mark Spitz was a smalltown Jewish girl’s American hero. Angela Davis was heroic with her articulation, her
fabulous hairdo and her stint in jail.
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Pablo Neruda won the Nobel Prize for literature. Jim Morrison and Igor Stravinsky were
found dead. John Lennon and Yoko Ono co-hosted The Mike Douglas Show for a week.
A Clockwork Orange came out. Elvis, who had grown greasy and gaudy, like the fry upon
which he gorged, played Madison Square Garden. His sideburns looked like pork chops.
Eminem was born. Mia Hamm. The Watergate scandal exploded. You’ve heard these
details a million times by now.
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In 1972, I was a naive rube. I was a funny naive rube. I was sour, dour, chubby, shiny-faced
and explosive. No. Looks and personality were not my strong suits. Puberty had slapped me
silly. I grew bloated literally and figuratively. I was blurry about just about everything, except
algorithms and cosines. And disgruntlement. I was excellent at disgruntlement. And judgment. I was loaded with it.
I was lacking in vision. I couldn’t hold on to an aesthetic. I was reactive. It was discouraging.
There were puddles at my feet. They were puddles of brine, the brine of my disappointments.
I was slipping in the puddles. The grace of my childhood was long gone. I was leading with
my bloat. My jokes were only funny to me.
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Chapter 14: Therapy
Leanne Grabel

Darling,
I know you’ll be there to relieve me
The love you give will free me
And if you don’t know the things
you’re dealing
Oh, I can tell you, darling,
Oh, it’s sexual healing
-Marvin Gaye
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There were no kind, braless, feminist clinicians in Birkenstocks and Guatemalan ponchos offering their soft hands and generously leading me on the road to recovery back
in 1972. No cushioning. There was no talk of healing. There was no talk of wounds.
Nobody looked at me in the eye and said they were sorry (except Thea). Nobody acknowledged the ugliness of my luck. Nobody gave me advice. I’d never known anyone
who got raped. I’d never even heard of anyone.
Therapy was not mentioned to me. People didn’t really say therapy out loud back then,
except as in physical therapy. People barely said breast. I still can’t say it without feeling
embarrassed.
I was pretty sure I didn’t need therapy anyway. At least not the kind of therapy where
I would lie down and blab away with a lot of hands while lying on a couch next to an
artfully placed box of Kleenex at arm’s length before a bespectacled psychiatrist in wool
slacks. No. I didn’t think that was what I needed.
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I was fine. I just needed some normal sex, starting as soon as possible. That way things would
balance out. It was a mathematical theory. An abundance of regular sex now—the kind I’d
been hearing about and fantasizing about and planning for years—would propel upwards
on the sexual graph. I was starting so low on the negative scale. I was halfway to Hell (or
China). Yes. A lot of regular sex now would shoot (so to speak) me up. Slide me right up and
to the right of the Y and X axes.
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It was a homeopathic remedy, really, although I didn’t know about homeopathy back
then. Hair of the dog. I thought it was a good and obvious plan.
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Chapter 15: Johnny Angel
Leanne Grabel

Johnny Angel, how I want him
How I tingle when he passes by...
-Lee Pockriss
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My first normal sex was with a Palo Alto townie named Johnny (not this guy. This guy is Tom.
He was my housemate. He was a graduate student in philosophy. And one of the most relaxed
people I have ever met).
I met Johnny at a dinner party at Tom’s house. Tom had two housemates. They were also
graduate students in philosophy. They were all sauntering down long cobbled paths of esoterica. One was studying Plato. One was studying existentialism. And Tom just sat in a plaid chair,
smoking a wooden pipe while reading the General Introduction to Pure Phenomenology by
Edmund Husserl and Dermot Moran. Sometimes Tom’s girlfriend, Sherry, came over and sat
on his lap. She was remarkably short. She was even shorter than I was. She had long brown hair
and very large breasts. Especially for her height. And nice legs. Rare in a short girl, except maybe
Reese Witherspoon.
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Johnny was there at the dinner because he was re-wiring the bathroom. Johnny lived next
door. He was the dreamiest of them all at the table. He had the creamiest skin. When I sat next
to Johnny at the dinner table, I couldn’t help but notice and marvel at the difference between
our arm skins. His was the color of eggshells. Mine was pumpernickel toast. His was the color
of macadamia nuts. Mine was tamari almonds. His was vanilla. Mine was chocolate. And so
on. You get the picture.
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I moved into that house of philosophers a week later. It was not a great time for me. I gained
25-30 pounds. And I developed a patch of eczema on the back of my scalp. I was supposed to
spread ointment into the patch and clip a plastic bag over the ointment part.
It is nearly impossible to spread ointment onto your scalp due to the interference of hair.
P.S. I still have the patch.
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Johnny sat silently throughout the meal. I couldn’t think of a thing to say to him. I was answering
the questions of the philosophers. Finally I said, “How long have you lived next door?”
“All my life.”
The philosophers were deep into the soundproof studios of their brains. Even their skin was a
little yellowed like the edges of the pages of old books—except this one, who was golden and
glorious in every way, which included his braggadocio.
Johnny was more attractive to me. By a long shot. But Johnny held his fork wrong. I had never
been around anyone who held his fork wrong.
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Chapter 16: Johnny Angel,
Part II
Leanne Grabel

I dream of him and me, and how it’s gonna be
-Lee Pockriss
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Johnny had beautiful eyes. They were royal blue. His body was loopy and loose-limbed. He
was so different from the Stanford guys. They were all-purpose and sound and square muscles.
A couple weeks later, when I moved into that house, Johnny and I had sex. It was the first sex
since Baja. I think Johnny was a good choice. He was kind. We lay in Johnny’s childhood bed
in his childhood bedroom. There was tan cowboy wallpaper. It felt so familiar. The seams of
the wallpaper were ripped and curled. There were scribblings and stains. It was sunny and late
afternoon.
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I liked it. Johnny’s skin felt great. It was pliant. It was soft and taut. It was warm. It was almost
iridescent, so white. I could barely get enough of Johnny’s skin. I only shook for a second, more
like a shiver. I wanted to lie there forever. I didn’t feel scared. I felt as though I were in the bath
water. It was delicious.
But I broke up with Johnny after a month. I was too embarrassed by the way he held his fork.
Yes.
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Competition.
DS Maolalai
it’s new - I’ve never had it before. I was always
the young guy in the pub.
22, 23, I was tall and had a jawline,
unstoppable
with girls - no longer a gangly teenager. I was the giraffe
with the longest neck
able to get the best leaves
the sweetest strawberries. tonight though, I realised
for maybe the first time
that in my late 20s
I’m suddenly too old
perhaps
for the 20 year olds
I want
too lined
with faded suntan
and hard drinking in other countries
for my accent to have any value here. I’ve got
real competition all of a sudden,
young lions
getting their meat
as easy as I did. I’m old
and weak
and watching my cubs get slaughtered,
asking for a light in the hope of sparking conversation.
god help me
I guess I’ll have to get married now
or else that’ll be it another old dude at the bar
leering at teenagers
and going home
with anyone who will take me.
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The Building Manager
Timothy Robbins
Showing me the apartment, he
explains it’s called a bachelor
and of course I think of the
old days when confirmed bachelor
was code, a polite way to pretend
ignorance of a man’s proclivities.
The kitchenette consists of two
countertops, some cabinets and
a mini-fridge. “I’ll have to wash
my dishes the old-fashioned way —
take them to the river and beat them
on the rocks.” He looks at me blankly
and says there’s no river and I
should use the bathroom sink.
He has an extravagantly muscular
body and a face that’s pretty much
always blank. It’s hard to say
whether he’s content or frustrated
with the gig — a place to stay
in exchange for mopping the
foyer, wiping out the insides
of the washing machines and
collecting the rent checks.
Our next conversation occurs
when I complain about the weekend
noise and he tells me if I don’t
like loud parties I shouldn’t
have moved in next to the campus.
What the hell. I have lots of
guests too, only mine come one
at a time. One day he stops me
by the mailbox and scolds me.
Actually scolds me. Tells me his
little brother is gay but good and
I’m the kind that gives my kind
a bad name. A week later he sees
my friend Tasha in the hall, a svelte
and convincing tranny in Fabletics
running clothes. He stops me
at the mailboxes and asks for her
name and number.
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After a Breakup
Timothy Robbins
He wants you to ride the same bus
again and again looking for grace
where it was last seen, face
nearly flattened against the
transparent screen.
He wants you cornered in the coffee
house by a Westwood folk singer
selling what she claims will be
the world’s last CD.
Rashly, you dismiss this meme.
He wants you to know:
denying you’re cold won’t make
you warm. He wants to simplify
the risk of running into you
by locking you in a nineteenth
century boudoir. Still,
he knows no matter how long you
remain shut-in, refusing to
admit a doctor — and even if you
soften your lines in a white lacy
gown, you won’t be fine or
inscrutable. No matter how many
embarrassing winks
you toss at girder walkers
you won’t blaze. He wants you
to think your life has been spared
when a dancer from Shanghai tugs
you into the men’s room
and gives you a hand job that
blinds you but doesn’t leave
you blinded.
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Analysis
Daisy Bassen
She wonders how hard it will be
To get the couch to her third floor office
In the old psychiatric hospital.
It was built when the only treatment
Was beauty, long windows disciplined with mullions,
The river curving around the acres.
Oaks carefully placed to dapple light,
Spangle the sky that reaches all the way to earth.
She will sit behind the couch’s mohair shrug
And make sure she can see the clouds,
Strata or veil, the atmosphere’s underbelly,
And the branches, buttresses.
Up the narrow staircase, there are no questions.
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STUDY ABROAD, TRAVEL
LIGHT, BREATHE LIGHT
Amy Poague
I come from the real Northern Lights.
I come from a mythological lightbulb.
I study abroad in the northernmost
lights
in the fall, most nights.
I fall into-out-of-love whilst studying abroad
in the northernmost lights in the fall, most nights, suddenly
aglow right next to love, suddenly
bulbous and light-lit. Philosophy
lives to be studied in tantalizing approximate
proximity to the aurora borealis
for hours upon hours, alight
in anticipation of the Fall.
Most nights: lit by incandescent soft whites, my innocence
is suddenly mythological.
Intent as an accelerating electron, light slips and falls
continuously
to always arrive.
In free-fall
		most nights
arrive forever
as auroral forms,
having studied too hard
while breathing too fast
while gallivanting outside all night
in the Northern Lights.
Aurora broke, will break, like a broken,
heaving, lovelorn bulb.
My aurora-philosophy will break, was already
broken
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when I arrived forever
to lay down my suitcase
full of, forged of
broken glass, merged aura, disarmed aurora.

I will re-pack my northernmost
lightborn
suitcase
inside/outside a love-breath
and a lightbulb will finally be. Invited.
Inverted.
Invented.
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No School
Steve Denehan
All the schools were closed
except one
I was woken
beautifully
by her singing
A little bird
in her room
This day, a gift
that we unwrapped together
our frenzied running to the car
to escape the lava
we made it, just
our car ride a symphony
of awful singing
The grocery shop was open
for us alone
in earnest we looked
for the perfect orange
the lemoniest lemon
and eventually
we found them
Her laughing echoed
in the cavernous toy shop
With a little of her savings
she bought a notebook
to keep
her secret thoughts
Entering the cinema foyer
she tugged at my sleeve
I looked down
“What’s wrong?”
a teary smile
“Happy tears.”
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We sat in darkness
alone
not alone
the rustle of papers
the slurp of drinks
the light from her eyes

The journey home
my favourite part
She tells me that this
this day of small things
has been the best day of her life
I remind her of her birthdays
all six of them
I remind her of Christmas magic
of Easter eggs
of Pancake Tuesdays
her saucer-sized eyes as our plane left the runway
She is still, she ponders
seconds tick by
she agrees
there have been better days
but they were not today.
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After a Time
Margarita Serafimova
Aegean pigeons,
they know what it is to capture the light,
an aereal mosaic of liturgical beauty.
They weave and light up,
an élan of love that is without any fear.
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The Gravy Boat
Martin Parsons
The gravy boat is green
Denby green
Something Granny always loved
Hideous really, unfashionable
But more than this
It is a boat of memories
Poured out and refilled,
Ending and unending
Grandpa cooked
That was law
But sometimes, once in a while
We helped him work
Hunkered and held fast
To giant capons as he tore out tendons
Or licked bowls clean—
“Delicious, Grandpa!”
His last joke still draws
A last laugh, sad though
“If you just flew in to see me,
Where are your wings?”
Now it’s all crockery and cutlery
And boxes of books
Blue Peter annuals ‘65-’98
Free to a good home.
But the gravy boat
That’s special.
If you hold it just right
Imagining not your hands
But his, grand paws,
Shaking slightly and well-worn
But sure and strong still
Denby hands.
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Tabs
Lawdenmarc Decamora
For in this jeepney ride to Lamantia Road
the fractal silences of passengers swirl,
habitués themselves in this Plasticine
communal pleasure, dirt by eddying dirt
they spare their faces that titillate
with talc, even their breath hyphenated
as the fierce dark exhaust fumes divide
in clueless declension, and when I peruse
a book in the biting heat their feldspar
heads hallucinate with palm-ready
tablets, tablets, tablets: Tabs dissolve
on human tongues, tranquilize into
trending pleased to meet you Candy Crush
trials, Elliott Smith 2:45 AM—
these painless worth thanking summer.
Begin
summer haze
Summer haze begins
this rattle of art, exits and transits
the smell of thermal souvenirs overhead
dream and Coke and butterfly wings
in a secondhand fizz—all’s a headfoam!
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Jeet Kune Do
Matthew Corey
Leaves in wind,
animals
and sound:
a person’s
in charge
of their
movements.
When talking,
feign the
inferior.
Give the
conceited
what they want.
Match stillness
with sudden
and swift
destruction.
Anger will
blind: a man
with a club
only has
two options.
If someone
advances,
intercept.
Be ready,
train until
invincible.
Arrogance,
corruption:
those people
have something
to hide.
They’re ashamed
inside.
A little learning –
a dangerous thing.
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Modern Wives Club
Donna Dallas
They’re on the Prozac and the Percs
I am with them in body
in yoga
in Starbucks
in Candee’s Nail Salon
we shop couture
we do lunch
we stare into space
then ooze into our Mercedes
sexting gym boys
hoping to secure the future
fuck of a lifetime
I can pop a few of those
pink coated bad boys
I wouldn’t mind
the zone for a bit
but I’m missing stuff
so I prefer to keep it real
because one day soon
I will long for that raw
laying-myself-down-on-the-bathroom-floor-and-just-bawling-like-a-baby
emotion
Feel it
really feel it
my shrink says
I feel taller than a tree some days and
there are moments
when I prefer to roll myself under a moving bus
and let it all go to shit
but I wake up
clear eyed
wildly aware
that I’m gonna die
no matter what
and someone
somewhere
in this house still needs me
even if it’s just the dog
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Mother Symposium
Donna Dallas
This

B-O-D-Y

has housed other bodies………opened up for sad men
and closed up
for lack thereof
this body has multiplied to produce other bodies
has passed down the DNA that created amoebas,
swimming molecular pools of thought into this
very body
where there are several bodies
including the body of Christ the body of
nobody
and everybody
this body has weathered great storms the shifting of planets it has witnessed
stars shooting into meteors
showering planets of no names
old names
has liquefied and slid down mountains into rivers
upstream into oceans
has dried up on sand and crystallized onto rock
this B-O-D-Y is old as f*ck and tired yet
it still goes strong and able
it has given blood
a kidney
a vein here and there
an eye or two
this body has watered down the fires in Dis has illuminated the dark with phosphorescent light
has paved the ground with blood and bits of bone to mark the path for Achilles, Attila, Spartacus,
Julius, Ghengis……
this body has laid itself down so you can walk over it and when you were unable to walk
- - this body carried you - fuel efficient
this body creates
pure energy - pure power
the stuff your scientists attempt to bottle but the ingredients
resist replication or mass production because this body is a singular
of a group
of a system
of bodies
of the body beautiful
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a light catcher - a body liquid
and solid
and ever after
it encompasses sadness
endless tears are stored in all its’ cavities
it sheds
it bleeds
it keeps
it shares
it turns
inside out for you
trail blazes earth to
- - please you - so you can share in it
the body communion
take of it
and eat
take of it and walk through it
into it
give the body back when you are finished sucking it dry
it replenishes itself
rebuilds
buries itself in the mother celestial dust it was borne from
Only to die……..
- - Only to die - -
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The Fuckers
Jason Stoneking
The fuckers got me
fuckin writing list poems again.
The fuckers got me down.
The fuckers have been tryin
to fuck me more hours of the day
than I can stay awake to fuckin defend myself.
The fuckers want the rent money.
The fuckers want my insurance number.
The fuckers wanna charge me extra because my account is empty.
The fuckers wanna sell me somethin of theirs, but
they don’t wanna buy anything of mine.
The fuckers wanna edit me, though.
The fuckers want to make their opinion known.
The fuckers want me to say thank you when
they publish their own version of my shit
in a magazine that doesn’t pay.
The fuckers wanna smile at me and see me smile back.
The fuckers wanna shake my hand
with the same one they use to wipe their ass with my efforts.
The fuckers want to be friends on Facebook.
The fuckers want a free copy of my book
for the purpose of a review they will never fuckin write.
The fuckers want me to sell their shit to my friends.
The fuckers are fuckin so many people at once
that they never even get my name right when they send me the bill.
But the fuckers better be careful.
One of these days they’re gonna fuck the wrong fuckee
and fuckin catch somethin.
And when that day comes, I’ll be out in the street
fuckin dancing.
Cause I’m so sick of these fuckin fuckers fuckin me
that I don’t even know who the fuck to fuck back anymore.
I’ve just been takin it, and takin it too fuckin long.
Yes, the fuckers got me down.
But the fuckers got me thinking,
and the fuckers got me writing,
and that can’t be any fuckin good
for them.
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The Sheep Shearer
Joan Struthers
Strike three your pension is suspended
CANCER IS TREATABLE
The Sheep Shearer spoke
I’m in the hospital in the cancer ward
He told her
There are people in here worse off than me
Didit OH Yeah
The TREATMENT continues continuing continuous continuously
The Sheep Shearer ENDURED till the last bag of chemo
Two bone marrow transplants and countless blood transfusions
Till his doctor surrendered
There’s nothing more I can do
There’s nothing more that can be done for you!
An ambulance will transport you to a hospice in your hometown shortly
I got four weeks Didit, maybe a little bit more
WELL I’m NOT saying FAREWELL now
YOU CANNOT ACCESS YOUR SUPERANNUATION TILL NOVEMBER
It was May
Didit’s beloved Sheep Shearer died on the
first of June
The Sheep Shearer’s right hand and right arm was paralysed before his ambulance parked in the hospice car park
YOUR PENSION IS SUSPENDED
CANCER IS TREATABLE
The social worker here says I don’t have
any money left to pay for my funeral
I’d like a WAKE at George’s house
I’d like anyone to be there who wants to be
there
The Sheep Shearer was talking to his next
of kin, his ex-wife he was on a call with
George is his son
No Didit’s with me
That’s lovely of her she had said
The Sheep Shearer quoted her to Didit
soon after the call ended
Didit’s my girlfriend
Still?
YEP she’s been my girlfriend for thirty-four years!
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The Sheep Shearer buzzed his buzzer
He was sat in a wheelchair
A nurse offered him pear juice and a smile
It was week three
Your cancer is less painful at the end than some of the others
We will help you die
Do you believe me?
He replied yes
WHERE’S MY HUG
the Sheep Shearer wrapped his left arm round her waist
Can I have my anxiety medicine please
Week four The Sheep Shearer was sitting on the edge of his bed
Didit busted him struggling to stand
I’m not supposed to but I DO
He was halfway up
She pushed him down on the side of the bed
In mid-struggle Didit buzzed the nurse’s station
The Sheep Shearer WAS ON HIS FEET
Didit BUZZED AND BUZZED
The nurse rushed inside
She waited outside his door
Didit heard a monologue
The nurse’s voice SO STERN
WHERE DO YOU THINK YOU’LL GO
YOU’VE HAD A LOT OF TROUBLE WITH YOUR BOWELS
YOU NEED US TO CARE FOR YOU
YOU NEED TO STAY HERE
The door opened and the nurse reappeared
You’ve got to look after yourself darling
The nurse was hugging Didit
If he stands up again
STEP AWAY
He’s a large man, a heavy man
You’re tiny
STEP AWAY
That’s what we do!
STEP AWAY
The Sheep Shearer couldn’t feel his right foot and leg
On week four
He wants to see you but proceed with caution!
He’s refusing to wear clothes today
Is it okay if I give you a hand
Yes Didit
The Sheep Shearer was sitting on the side of his bed in a disposable nappy
A scrunchy polo shirt scrunched scrunching about his neck
She struggled to lift his arm
Struggling so slowly and so tentatively
In a voice as soft as a whisper
I’ve got this
I’ve got this
Didit repeated repeatedly repeating
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I’ve got this
The Sheep Shearer buzzed the buzzer
A nurse promptly cleaned him up in the bathroom and she helped him back to bed
Can I have my anxiety medicine please
Look Didit!
I can still move my bum!
She got up on the bed with him
Propose to me, darling
I got the house preacher’s number on the top of my contacts
Here we are together
Breathe in the MAGIC with me
WE ARE THE MAGIC
Are you breathing MAGIC
Yes
WILD IS WHAT WE ARE
YES
I love you Didit
Can we have a nap now?
Didit’s Sheep Shearer didn’t ever shear any
sheep
He worked overseas on the big oil rigs
Didit the suspicious ones are correct!
We are DEEPLY IN LOVE with each other
We don’t have to jump into bed together to prove it
Do we?
And the priest honoured his vow of celibacy
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She longs to be my friend, she
says
Christine Butterworth-McDermott
and invites me to dinner, a posh meal deal to solidify what is mere air between us. I see how she positions
herself among the tines of the forks. This is battle. The way she speaks is the concave side of a spoon
against a wine glass, a clang bang. Her smile, an ice cube that floats in water, but fails to sink in. The
wheels in her brain churning up the right responses. All orchestration and arrangement, nothing organic,
although the lilt of good people bless her heart masks judgment with flowers. This charade she plays eviscerates me, whatever goes outward is wounded and I fold inward like a napkin, hide my hands, expressive
as they are, under the tablecloth as she drops names like breadcrumbs. She turns her faux-lashed eyes toward the waiter, and orders the chicken blah blah blah but with only a dollop of cream, it’s so fattening—a
glance at my bare arms. I skipped the gym to come here and be flayed. I smile anyway. The waiter nods
when I say martini (make it a double his eyebrow suggests). I want to escape with him, his white apron a
buoy, bobbing to the open kitchen door in the back. Imagine a sashay in the parking lot. Imagine a rhumba to dumb down this incessant patter. Quick quick slow. This is only temporary I tell myself—this cadence
of insults that goes up and up as she builds a house upon every four syllable word she’s ever learned, need
and greed oscillating. At home later, I mix another drink, say the word fuck several times for pleasure,
and imagine her stiff self on a twin bed, lonely doll, accessorized with blank achievements, flat stomach
growling for sustenance and affection.
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Predictions
Christine Butterworth-McDermott
In some cultures, a rune is marked
with blood and thrown down like dice,
to prophesize fate. It is also true that people
in glass houses love throwing hard objects,
despite risk of cutting themselves, spilling their own blood.
We must be careful what magic we practice, what heaven
we intend for ourselves or anyone else. Some gods don’t
have our best interests at heart. Let us be mindful
of what is spilled or split, what broken mirrors shard
into the eye, heart. Restoration flitters, arbitrary.
What are we but bits of pebble broken from a bag?
What can be mortared back together is often unclear,
for what is magic without kindness? How brave
can we be when broken? This changes the meaning
of divination. Once, my friend rolled over a hood
of a car, hit windshield, struck pavement—and did not
lay still, but rose like some sort of human miracle
to take the hand of the weeping driver and give
the blessing of forgiveness. Believe me when I speak
to you of the resilience of flesh and spirit. Here. Now.
Believe me when I speak to you of casting
your own will to bury bad luck. You have the power
to turn the runes once they’ve hurtled through your window.
You have the power to arrange a new story out of thin air.
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Night Thirst
Michael Lyle
so different from day’s
glasses filled and drunk
lazy loathe to uncover
wake the dog or other
just to drown a dream
in coarse stale gulps
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The Blur
M. A. Istvan Jr.
Just after you kissed her on the crimson beach
and bared your heart with that intensity
of dreaded-but-needed self-abandonment,
she threw up into the sand, heaving hard
and not wanting you to touch her or be near.
Her upheaval was “not from you,” but from
saltwater swallowed after a rip-current scare.
And yet she might associate—blur—that panic
in her gut with you. And she might leave you
as a result of such blurring.—Do not forget
our bestial nature. Things thus can change
for the most irrelevant, trivial, of reasons.
Not everyone is as high-powered in thought
as you. For the sake of honoring diversity
and preparing yourself for the “real world,”
remember that.—But also remember that you
are finite, determinate. And so what seemed
trivial and irrelevant to you, may—just
may—have been more substantial, relevant,
than even your mind could have gathered.
Never the best swimmer, water is not for her.
What would her life have been with you, then?
You love the sea, crave its borderless scene,
the freckles and the bleaching from the sun.
Here the sense of being a monad gives way.
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Thirteen Angles on Hate
M. A. Istvan Jr.
1
Hated by one’s mother for good reason.
2
Trying to confirm that you are indeed hated,
and that you do deserve death, with a suicide
too gruesome for your loved ones to handle.
3
One pink slip given out by a tranny boss
has a God-hates-trannies campaign carry on
for a lifetime, and spread down generations.
4
What if your dislike for another
is just a matter of his having features
that you dislike that you have?
5
God hates Hard Shell Baptists who are overweight and pasty white.
6
How can those so warped by hatred love the same music and movies as us?
7
Sabotaging your dreams, hurting
what you love, only to fuel
some deep program of self-hate.
8
Smart people intrigued by hate groups and quack-science,
Holocaust-AIDS-moon-landing deniers, because
they fuel our deep down faith that man cannot make it.
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9
We stay away from in-laws—sibling in-laws
of our sex, in particular—because the sight of them
exposes the absurdity of our gay hate.
10
His family abandons him,
the loathsome illness
too revolting to bear.
11
So many figures loved
from history around whom
so many would hate to be.
12
Reaching the level where people bother to hate you.
13
Doing something you hate with someone you love.
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Wikipedia erasures of articles of
famous women.
Wes Civilz
« SMURFETTE FROM WIKIPEDIA »
				Method:
				—highlight entire Wikipedia article
				
—copy and paste to Word document
				
—move through entire text erasing what I want to
				
—the fragments I keep must be put in angle quotes « »
				
—every fragment must stay exactly as the original
				
—I must keep fragments in their original sequence

« Smurfette as she originally appeared (left)
and
after Papa Smurf turned her
into a real Smurf (right) »
*
« Smurfette
(French: La Schtroumpfette) »
« was created by
evil wizard Gargamel,
the Smurfs’ enemy,
in order to spy on them
and sow jealousy.
However, she decides that she
wants to be a real Smurf
and Papa Smurf casts a spell
that changes her hair from black to blonde »
*
« She is the love interest of almost every Smurf »
« a source of problems between the Smurfs »
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*
« the inclusion of Smurfette
in the cartoon version of The Smurfs
was likely to serve as
an object of heterosexual desire
for the other Smurfs
and to end speculation
arguing that the Smurfs were gay »
*
« Papa Smurf » « performed
“plastic smurfery” on her »
*
« Smurfette realized the trouble
her continued presence
was causing,
and decided to leave
Smurf Village. »
*
« She was magically created
from blue clay,
“sugar and spice but
nothing nice,
crocodile tears,
half a pack of lies,
a chatter of a magpie, and
the hardest stone for her heart”. »
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Wikipedia erasures of articles of famous women. - Wesley Civilz

« CHARIS WILSON FROM WIKIPEDIA »
				Method:
				—highlight entire Wikipedia article
				
—copy and paste to Word document
				
—move through entire text erasing what I want to
				
—the fragments I keep must be put in angle quotes « »
				—every fragment must stay exactly as the original
				
—I must keep fragments in their original sequence

« Jump to: »
« Helen Charis Wilson »
« May 5, 1914 – November 20, 2009 »
« most widely known as a subject »
*
« house near Carmel, California »
« dropped her first name as a young girl
and became known as Charis, which means »
« sunbathing without a swimsuit »
« developed a reputation
at school » « starting a
“self-control” club »
« initiates had to lie in a tub
filled with frigid water »
« led to her being expelled from the » « parents »
« then » « She visited » « art » « and conundrums. »
*
« she was too bright to stay in Carmel. »
« on to Sarah Lawrence College. »
« enrolling in and then dropping out of »
« self-esteem »
« moved into the attic of »
« an unwanted pregnancy. »
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« she was driven by “a kind of angry despair…
[and was] aware even at the time that I was
in bad shape and moving toward worse.” »
*
« It was then that her life changed. »
« Her years with Weston »
« Weston » « saw “this tall » « girl,
with fine » « face, well-freckled, »
« twice as alive as anyone »
« whose eyes most likely saw
twice as much as anyone »
*
« 31 photographs of her nude form »
« a series of nudes of Wilson, beginning with an iconic study
of her in the doorway of » « an isolated area
of massive sand dunes. »
*
« Together they traveled 16,697 miles in 187 days. »
*
« Charis is in Reno getting a divorce. »
*
« At the time of her death she »
« Jump » « ed » « up »
« Jump up » « Charis »
« Jump up ^ » « Eloquent Nude » « of » « Cached time »
*
« Template:Authority_control »
« Template:Language_with_name »
« Template:Category_handler »
« Categories: American artists’ modelsAmerican
women photographers1914 births2009 deaths »
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Iterations
Gary Galsworth
The last time I saw you your eyes had a green tint, perhaps from excitement.
And your jeans were…
—It comes to me that that morning was in fact a picture of the memory of that morning from the last time I had
thought about it.
I think of you every day, and it’s been years.
Each picture another layer, and each layer changed a little.
A hair’s breadth.
From then till now El Niño and our own restless minds have circled the globe over and over, ever changing.
So many evenings, perfect ones as well, cicadas, a setting sun catching the cedars, tea on the porch, a breeze—
Why, I remember an especially moving— but then— memories of memories, each overlapping the last.
An original under the layers somewhere?
Perhaps.
Perhaps a green tint still highlights your eyes as you pass into view.
Found where?
I decided to go back, through the layers. Better said, a decision was made, something clicked and the exploration began.
Spelunking in that vast underworld array.
Cherished experiences slumbering in submerged subcutaneous rooms.
Lodged somewhere in a vast yet commonplace geology.
We expect to rediscover them fleshed out, light- or dark-eyed, interested and awaiting our arrival.
God forbid our torch illuminates an assortment of bones and tendons, scraps of funk and hair. The charnel house grin
of someone who could wait no longer.
Finding we are all alone in a place that neither remembers nor forgets.
We should have brought an extra sweater, a scented handkerchief.
You pick it up, but do you really want to re-read that letter? That old letter, a redundancy of impassioned words,
uniquely directed at only you.
Dry, bittersweet recollections, more alike than different from ones found scattered on ledges, in crannies elsewhere. Catacombs, each niche holding its special secret, and its selection of ordinary tibias.
I went down five hundred layers to find you, your brown hair still highlighted here and there. And your smile recognizable.
Then, one thousand thin layers, and you spoke to me. How nice to hear your voice, even though I was rattled by it.
Compelled, I leafed through more, eons of geology, and came upon us climbing a hill through a meadow.
Clarity, center frame, fading and flawed around the edges. You are walking up ahead, your jeans snug and denim blue
against your hips
You are turning and speaking as we walk, your skin pale against a halo of years.
We’re heading up the ridge and across a couple of hills to a little valley where moonshiners, when you were a child, had
a still.
Reaching the old hilltop in love’s playful time. That time before the business of love sets in, with its business ups and
downs.
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After walking the path awhile I said, “What happens if I collapse up here? Have a heart attack or something. You can’t
carry me back, even for a farm girl.”
And I sprawled on the path on my back, arms thrown out, grass and weeds tickling my neck.
Funny guy.
I knew she’d come up with something. Knew she’d save me.
“Well,” she said, “I’ll just have to grab you by the ankles and spin you around and drag you along, like one of those
Indian pole sleds.”
Smiling, she did that. Stooped down, put one leg on either side of her hips and started dragging me along.
I pretended to be unconscious, with some comments. She played Indian girl, rescuing her warrior.
Sounds meaty and verdant, but it’s just a barely lucid hint here and there, distinct fragments amid the blur and slag.
My pockets, upended, started emptying. Loose change, dimes and quarters tinkling onto the trail.
Can’t you just hear them? Keys, my glasses.
And I flashed on how incongruous loose change and keys were, spilling onto a trail where two lovers looking for an old
still had morphed into a faithful squaw saving her fallen warrior.
I guess we both saw it because she turned and started laughing.
Her laugh was a young girl’s laugh, pure and high-pitched.
When I heard it, it hurt.
Pain managed to find a way through the loam.
Then I let the layers slip; slip away, till we got back to an aged daguerreotype, spotted, blurred and frail.
Maybe this body knows something all on its own, about geology, and about the healing in obscurity.
Layers; each a memory of the last remembered, each changed “a hair’s breadth” in resurrection.
Light glints off eyes, not as brightly. Features move like cookie dough.
Wait, don’t I know you?
A heart flutters.
Why?
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First Congress of New Words After
Babel
Steven C. Reese
Called by the suddenly seventy ways
to say table, they sit, done streaming like unseen
bats out the tower’s windows. Gorgeous day.
Light licks them to a sheen
of multiplied senses, sounds with a mind to play
and talk of roots, kinship, accent, nuance,
aptness for figures, issues of timbre, tone, weight.
Polysyllables work kinks from their joints,
birth-sore. Some contemplate
a larger meaning, the shared life of the sentence.
A few jokers lobby for elections
of officers; the different tongues laugh the same laugh,
a fact which escapes no one’s attention
(ditto the fact that if
in each language leaks a pheromone for which none
present is the word, but all feel the buzz
of pure possibility it gives them). To some
the thought of usefulness occurs, and grows.
Others are right at home
being words for their own sake, just signs, just because.
And while the superlatives think too well
of themselves and certain verbs lack a direction,
that they all mean what they say, and in good will,
is never in question.
Their hubbub is the babble of innocents, still.
They are too new, still drying in the sun,
awkward with one another, awed with being there
at all, to think on why, to imagine
the mind that would prepare
so dire and perverse a smack-down; that would fashion
understanding’s overthrow through increase
of its means—these very words—by seventy-fold.
The ends they’ll be used for they can’t yet guess,
turned stones in the mouth, hurled
to do hurt or set to build walls, borders; the peace
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they’ll break, the progress they’ll thwart; the low tricks,
the lies, quarrels, secrets, passwords, slanders, curses.
For ignorance, that shut door, they’ll be locks.
For might’s carriage, horses.
They’ll be the hissed language of what’s said behind backs.
But they don’t know this yet. They are many
and giddy, quick to connect, riding their updraft
of vowel, a new day’s vocabulary.
Name and thing feel no rift.
The ifs charge the air with a sense of what might be.
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An Excerpt Found Beneath A
Cushion
Robert W. Henway
I sit in your chair, and feel a simple pain, for I know that as long as I dwell here, it is only because you cannot.
And as I sit in your chair, the floating dust reminds me of memory, and I wet the fabric with my tears. I sit in your chair
so that I might see the world as you once did: across the way are the watercolors you painted for your teddy bears, and
below is a fortress of books.
How many times did I sit across from you? And how many times did I not? This perspective was never meant
for me, and I know that the moment is fleeting. So I sit in your chair for as long as I can, and know that neither I nor
you shall ever return again.
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CRITICISM

106.

Julien Sorel: Every Artist With a Pure Spirit
Turned (Red and) Black in the 21st Century
Genna Rivieccio

I

t used to be that you could, if you really
wanted it and had some modicum of talent beyond
the basic ability to craft a sentence, break into the
VIP area called “literary success” without having to
rely solely on money. Just look at Allen Ginsberg. But
those days (mainly the 1960s-1980s in San Francisco
and New York) have long dissipated into the ether
like the U.S. presidency. For every artist requires a
wealthy family or the rare bestowment by fate and
fortune of a patron usually seeking an even higher
emotional cost than the one an artist might pay
financially—if she actually had the means, that is. A
running theme throughout the history of literature
has been our collective ability to romanticize the

“profession” (except use of that word would
entail actually getting paid for one’s painstaking
and fruitless labors, and, yes, in the true spirit of
embodying the hypocrisy of Julien Sorel, The Opiate
is a party to not paying its writers...one requires a
patron for that). But what is romantic about dying
in poverty? Most especially as a woman, who, unless
she’s as committed to her art as Valerie Solanas,
tends to exhaust a large portion of her already scant
budget on toiletries.
With this in mind, is it any wonder that
someone as faint of heart and malleable in character
as a man would fall prey to the post-Napoleonic era
called the Bourbon Restoration and all of its urgings
to rise through the ranks by any tactless means
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necessary?
Still, despite all his very best
efforts (mainly in seduction), Julien
will never be good enough to those
who “matter.” For just as “Restoration
France will not accommodate a

art, work or government). His lowkey contempt (presented through the
duality of Sorel) for such an obviously
grotesque ritual—yes, socialization is
largely grotesque—in the game of life
was not necessarily a result of being

concept, most accurately embodies
this societal construction of knowing
what is actually “good” but not being
permitted to say as much because
that which is “good,” in this case,
Julien, is not collectively deemed so

“But what is romantic about
dying in poverty? Most especially as a woman, who, unless she’s as committed to her
art as Valerie Solanas, tends
to exhaust a large portion of
her already scant budget on
toiletries.”
low-born man of superior intellect
and
æsthetic
sensibility
who
possesses neither money nor social
connections,” neither will the twentyfirst century accommodate a decent
fucking writer with the same qualities
at war with circumstances that render
these qualities irrelevant.
That the first fake epigraph
(Stendhal was a tongue-in-cheek
pioneer of the made-up quote) is
credited to Hobbes and is as follows:
Put thousands together less bad,/
But the cage less gay” speaks to
Stendhal’s own hyper-awareness of
this idea of needing to be a part of
collective in any aspect of life (be it
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“antisocial,” so much as possessing
a reflexive ire for pandering to this
herd mentality as a means to succeed
when one already has the intellectual
and aesthetic superiority that should
get her ahead in life without having to
trouble herself with the wasted breath
and dignity of kowtowing to those—
by sheer good fortune of birth—who
are blatantly and objectively inferior
in every way. Yet, grudgingly, this is
precisely what Julien must do, and,
as it happens, it must be through
the conduit of two women of higher
standing, first Madame de Rênal
and then Mademoiselle de la Mole.
Mathilde, if you will. Who, as a

by those with influence and power.
While Mathilde is having difficulty
grappling with her uncontrollable
emotions for Julien (which, if you see
him as rendered in filmic form by
Kim Rossi Stuart, you’ll understand),
let us take pause to consider one of
the earlier sentences in the book:
“The tyranny of public opinion (and
what public opinion!) is as stupid in
the little towns of France as in the
United States of America.” So yes,
it’s something of a challenge as a
human being, particularly one “of
standing” to overcome what has
been indoctrinated in us all since
the dawn of “civilization”: to allow
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other people to get into our head in
a way that negates how we truly feel.
Letting them tell us how we should be
and who we should accept. Mathilde
does away with these brainwashings,
only to find herself, like a publisher
that took a gamble on a project
everyone knew wouldn’t give a return
on the investment, burned by the
risk. All the while, Julien’s own inner
struggle intensifies as he comes to
terms with the hypocrisy of gratifying
the very sort of people he despises,
including the mayor of Verrières and,
to boot, the husband of Madame
de Rênal, who gives him a leg up
toward entering the aristocracy by
himself foolishly attempting to use
Julien for the benefit of appearing
“liberal” and “charitable” to his
equally affluent friends. Playing the
part of the fool to perfection, he
never sees it coming that, in hiring
a tutor for his children (as a means
for Julien to simultaneously pursue
the priesthood), he is also hiring
Madame de Rênal’s lover. Nay, her
one true love. Though she might
have bizarre ways of manifesting it
later on. And likewise with Julien. But
isn’t that another mark of true love as
we’re conditioned to believe in it by
literature? Colored with just a slight
undertone of contempt. If that’s
the case, it could very well describe
the writer’s lifelong commitment
to an endeavor that invokes more
headaches than rewards. Such is love,
n’est-ce pas? Or at least the kind of love
they tell you is worth fighting for.
In Madame
de Rênal’s
instance, Julien certainly is based
on her vague syndromes Madame
Bovary and Lady Chatterly: fucking
bored as shit and looking for some
young dick to mold. Which she does,
ever so caringly. It is, in fact, what
prepares Julien for his greater ascent
after he’s summarily kicked out of

the house upon the discovery of the
affair (or, “rumors” of the affair that
the mayor chooses not to believe for
the sake of preserving his pride).
Even despite these somewhat
selfish motives in falling for Julien
(like a dinosauric editor finally having
read some “refreshing” manuscript),
Mathilde’s are more selfish still.
By virtue of her wealth, narcissism
and youth alone, she ultimately sees
her relationship with Julien as just
one more “interesting” thing about
herself to add to the list of her mostly
physical attributes. It is her reaction
to his death that is most telling of this,
reinventing him in her mind as her
ancestor, Boniface de La Mole, who
was also beheaded and subsequently
visited by his lover, Queen Margot,
so that she might kiss the lips of the
detached head. Looking to create a
spectacle much?
In contrast, Madame de
Rênal, purely blackened spirit that
she is, mourns for her fellow black
soul in silence, letting it kill her just
three days after Julien is executed (a
vague sense of relief emanating from
him as a result of his low birth never
truly permitting him acceptance or
a rise to the top without unforeseen
caveats (does one need to make the
writer/publisher correlation once
more?).
So maybe there was good
reason for Julien to be initially hesitant
and mistrustful of Mathilde’s genuine
interest in him, ultimately coming to
find that she’s only “in love” when he
seems unavailable (just like an agent
and/or publisher). Mathilde is the
metphor for the life as a writer you
think you want, discovering only too
late that maybe it is purer to live and
die in poverty without ever having
compromised your integrity for the
sake of the brilliant and ephemeral
flame of success that burns out as

quickly as it comes. Your spirit might
be black from rejection and lack
of appreciation. But it will be even
blacker with compromisation. With
bending over to the “right people.”
In the twenty-first century,
this form of temptation is even easier
to encounter, and it’s called grad
school, which, it would seem, only
someone as cunning and adept in
the art of fakery as Julien can gain
entrance into. There is no shortage of
cons and false assurances in this thing
that has made itself into an industry
so bankable, essentially anyone of the
“professorial” bent can offer retreats
and seminars insisting they can
help you and your writing become
“better.” All while your nonexistent
income gets worse in its diminishment
as you pray that you might be able to
at least buy your dream.
To add to the illusions
one must be wary of, any agent or
publisher’s “sincerity” in wanting
to aid you is predicated solely on
the same mimetic desire that drives
Mathilde to “want” Julien.
How can anyone—any
writer—remain pure under these
conditions? They usually can’t
and don’t, eventually either giving
up, surrendering to madness or
succumbing to some entity that will
taint what they’ve created. When
no one will love the work because
it hasn’t been sanctioned by the
“correct” sources, I guess what I’m
saying is: I will. If no one loves you, it
does not matter, anyway I can love for
both of us.
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